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CLAIM

GOVERNORSHIP

he ceased to be governor when the
senate received the- - articles of impeachment charged against him, was
marshaled under the standard of
Glynn, ready to carry out his orders
and to ignore any which the impeached governor might see fit to issue.

DIS-

IMPEACHED,

September 10.
Get out and

boost for it.

perture.

VOL. XXXIV.

Roads J)ay

GO

PARTIALLY
WIFE CRITICALLY

CREDITED,
ILL, HAMPERED, SULZER
TO FIGHT

S

STATE FORCES DISORGANIZED

Although Governor Sulzer and his
counsel
a group with wide reputation as lawyers of ability planned to
ignore the impeachment formally lor
the time being on the grounds that it
was unconstitutional, the governor
will make a spirited defense before
the court of impeachment which

KNOW NOT TO WHOM
The governor's wife, star witness
TO TURN FOR ORDERS AS A REfor the defense, lay seriously ill in a
SULT OF ACTION ON THE PART tale of cciiapse at the. executive
OF ELECTED EXECUTIVE
nianr-iothis forenoon.
Mrs. Sulzer's illness is so serious
as to be regarded as critical, accord
CLAIMS THE OFFICE ing to announcement made today by
GLYNN
governor Sulzer's secretary. Two ad

ditional specialists weie summoned
this
York by telegraph
morning to attend her.
Governor Sulzer continued to ex
ercise the function of the executive
today, signing among other papers,
claima requisition from the governor of
Two
14.
,
Aug.
Albany, N.
a
ants to the office of governor of New New Jersey for the extradition of
The
in
this
state,
in
Person
each
custody
York sat in the capitoi today,
the
'asserting his right to the office auQ Uame'of the Individual sought by
made
not
was
authorities
afJersey
Ney
state's
the
attempting to conduct
public.
fairs from his own chambers.
Adjutant General Hamilton, head
William Sulzer, impeached governof
the national guard or New York
on
chamber
executive
or, sat in the
a Sulzer appointee, recognized
and
the second floor of the building. He
acGovernor Glynn as acting
Lieutenant
is going to sit there every day,
of
the state this afternoon,
the
governor
to
friends, disregards
cording
an
emissary to ask him if
he
sending
impeachment proceedings which
orders he cared to
were
there
any
unconstitutional.
.
regards as
transmit.
Martin H. Glynn, lieutenant governMr. Glynn said he had no orders
or, laid claim to the governorship on
he would
the ground that Sulzer ceased to be and if he had in the future
In
make
them
writing.
governor when the senate received
May Recognizes Glynn
the articles of impeachment yesterof State May has decidSecretary
day.
Mr. Glynn's claim to
to
ed
recognize
is
The army of state employes
to
demoralized. Department heads are the acting governorship, according
seal
The
Mr.
friends.
great
Glynn's
whoso instructions
at a loss
of the state of New York Is in Mr.
to follow.
access to it will be
Mrs. Sulzer, star witness for the May's ofice'and
to Mr. Glynn and denied to Mr.
gievn
so
is
seriously
impeached governor,
asert.
ill of a nervous disorder that two ad- Sulzer, they
sumditional specialists have been
moned by wire to attend her.
LABOR WAS
Governor Sulzer asserted emphather
not
permit
ically that he would
to take the stand at his trial for ImGIANT PROPORNIINS
peachment, which probably will start
September 22. The articles of Impeachment, complaint and summons M1NOT NOW IN THROES OF CIVIC
STRIFE WITH NIGHTLY RIOTS
were served on Governor Sulzer imDIN
AND AWFUL
the
at
arrival
his
after
mediately
capitoi by Patrick E. McCabe, clerk
Minot, N .D., Aug. 14. The labor
of the senate. The governor received
McCabe in the presence of newspa- war in Minot has gained such propordisper men and capitoi attendants. He tion today that officials were
shook hands with Mr. McCabe and cussing the advisability ot appealing
took his stand behind his big flat to the governor for Btate troops. One
thousand more' Industrial Workers of
desk while the senate's envoy said:
"I am directed by the president of the World are reported to be on
s
the senate to serve upon you a
their way to this city to aid In tne
and complaint and articles of battle for free speech.
The determination of citizens to
impeachment."
Governor Sulzer took the papers, pprevent street speaking was evinced
grunted and tossed them, unopened, last night when a mob attacked Inon his desk.
dustrial Workers who were holding a
"All right," he said. Then he posed meeting. The Industrial Workers refor a photograph .with Mr. McCabe, taliated and scenes of wild disorder
asked the newspaper men to be seat- followed. Police and deputies forced
ed and sat down himself at his desk. their way through the mob, striking
His private secretary stood beside right and left. Many persons were
him and made the following an- severely clubbed and otherwise incontinued
nouncement:
jured. The disturbance
"The governor has been enjoined unabated until 27 of the Industrial
by his counsel from making any state- Workers had been arrested.
ments. I will say, however, in his
Fearing a jail delivery would be atIs
Mrs.
of
Sulzer
behalf, that illness
tempted, officers, armed with rifles,
conconsiderable
the
governor
giving
patrolled the tops of the jail and adcern. Her condition last night was jacent houses throughout the night.
eerious. The specialist summoned The prisoners, now numbering 139,
from New York last night is here howled most of the night and the din
and the governor today summoned could be heard for olocks. At one
two other doctors from New York time, the fire department was called
out" and turned the hose on them in
to attend her."
Governor Sulzer then retired to his an effort to quell the disturbance.
private office for a series of conferQuiet again prevails here today
ences.
following last night's riot out of which
Mrs! Sulzer's temperature was 102, grew 27 arrests. 'More than 30 prisher pulse 110, her condition bo seri- oners slept in a penitentiary built
ous she can see no one, according to between two buildings. Precautions
a. bulletin Issued this afternoon.
are being taken to prevent trouble
The complex machinery of the tonight.
state government over which both
COLORADO ROADSMEN MEET
William Sulzer and Martin H. Glynn
claimed sole authority, oade fair to
Denver, Aug. 14. Representatives
day to be thrown out of gear by their from cities and towns along the Colorado-Utah
route of the proposed Midrival attempts to direct it.
Heads of the many departments land trail met here today to take
were divided Into two groups. One measures to prevent the trail being
of these groups, under the leadership routed through a different section
of Sulzer, adhered to, his contention of the country. The meeting voted
that his Impeachment yesterday was to ask the government to send two
unconstitutional
and ' prepared to engineers to inspect all proposed
continue their obedience to his in- routes. The Midland trail is to be
structions as if there had been no a part of a proposed ocean to ocean
Impeachment The other, holding that. automobile highway.
SUMMONS AND ARTISERVCLES OF IMPEACHMENT
ED ON MAN WHOSE WIFE ATTEMPTS TO SAVE HIM
Y--

sum-mori-

DITION

GOES TO ITALY

WILSON DECLARE

WILL BE SHOWN

AGAINST RECESS

BY DEFENSE

AFTER TARIFF

FARMER IN AUTO WRECK
IS
AGAINST
AGREEMENTS
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 14. John H.
Taylor, a farmer, was fatally injured
PROTECTION
IN
BELIEVED
BY and his
LOS ANGELES SECURES GATHER- DIGGS CASE GROWS MORE SENSA
Lalsh Brown, was WANTS DEMOCRATS TO STAND
THIRTY-THIRREALL
PROGRESSIVES
RIGIDLY FOR WHAT THEY WISH
this
AND
IN
ING OF KNIGHTS
seriously injured
morning when
TIONAL WHEN EFFORT IS MADE
were
the
which
automobile
in
they
REGARDLESS
HE
THE
CONCLAVE
OF
TRIENNIAL
PUBLICANS,
POSSIBLE
ASSERTS;
TO PROVE PROSECUTION BULwas stalled on the tracks at
driving
"TRADES"
BILL
PRESENT
UNFAIR
WITH MrNORITY
THREE YEARS HENCE.
LIED GIRLS.
Gretna, Neb., and struck by a passenger train. Roscoe Morton, who was
Washington, Aug. 14 United States in the automobile, escaped by Jump- IMPORTANT CAUCUS TONIGHT
Denver, Aug. 14. Balloting for ofGIRL CONFIRMED Senator John D. Works is a- his Los
WARRINGTON
ficers of the grand encampment,
ing. Both Injured men reside near
Angeles home today with the inten- Waterloo, Neb.
Knights Templar, occupied members
LEGISLATIVE
CLOS.
PROGRAM,
today.
second of Admittedly delin tion of remaining away from Washthe remainder of the
URE RULE TO STOP FILIBUSTington
during
At 11:30 this morning it was given
MORE RAILRQAD REPAIRS
CORROLADIES
YOifNG
quent
present special session of congress,
out from authoritative sources that
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 14. General
ERS AND POLICY OF OPENISG
EVIHER CHUM'S
BORATES
unless matters of grave importance Inez Salazar and 500
the following officers had been elected:
troops,
having
MEETING
TO BE DISCUSSED
DENCE IN GENERAL.
demand his return.'
Grand Master Arthur MacArthur,
secured material for repairing the
"I have made my fight on the tar- Mexican Central
Troy, N. Y.
railroad, left. Juarez
14. President
Washington,
Aug.
said Senator Works. "The pro for the south this
iff,"
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 14. In
Deputy Grand Master Lee S. Smith,
morning to attempt Wilson
today informed democratia
and progressive republicans to restore communication
gressives
on
a
belief
of
at
dications
of
the
Pa.
between
Pittsburgh
part
senators that he is unalterably opleast one juror that the government would have been glad to support a Juarez and the state capital, Chihua
Grand Generalissimo J. K. Qrr,
to any recess of the senate be
measure
fair
for
tariff
but
reduction,
''
for reasons best known to its counsel
hua. The expedition took a trainload posed
.
Ga.
tween
the time the tariff la presentreasall
be
believe
there
should
of bridge timbers, ties and telssraph
Grand Captain General J. W. Cham- is withholding material; evidence dii they
ed and the currency is taken up. He
inonable
to
the
protection
country's
wires,
the case against .Maury I. Diggs, aca.
berlain, St. Paul,
made It plain to them that ne believes
dustries. The reduction of the tariff
Grand
Senior Warden Leonidas cused of violating the Mann white on lemons
it the duty of the democratic party
a
illustration
fair
of
gives
SYLVIA AGAIN FREE
tlave traffic act, found expression to- the
Newby, Knightstown, Ind.
to dispose of the tariff and currency
the bill was formulated."
way
London, Aug. 14. Miss Sylvia Pank-hurAt that hour balloting was in prog- day when William S. Bliss rose from
during the present session of conwas again released from Hollo-waress on the last elective office of grand the jury box to question the court.
gress so that the December session'
No Date Set for Vote
anti-trus- t
jail as a sequel to a hunger and
and
junior warden.
"If your honor please," he said, "I
Washington, Aug. 14. An attempt thirst "strike." She was in a coriMi-tio- maypromptly take up
W. H. Norris of Manchester, Iowa, would like to ask if there is some eviother
legislation.
important
by Senator Simmons, leader of the
of collapse. When she was sent
was elected grand junior warden on dence that may be material to this
The president communicated his
democratic tariff forces, to arrange
was views
of
the third ballot. S. P. Cochran
case that the government has riot put for a vote on the tariff bill in the back. to jail pn Sunday last she
through Secretary Tumulty,
till suffering from the effects of a who last night and. early today get
Dallas, Tex., was second, and George before the court and the jury."
senate August 25 was blocked by Sen
W. Vallery, Denver, third.
previous "hunger strike."
in touch with, most pt the democratic
"I do not understand you," replied ator Gallinger, republican leader.
Los Angeles was selected as the
senators and' came to the conclusion,
Democrats refused to say whether
Judge Van Vleet. "What do you
DULUTH STRIKE ENDED
that a substantial majority was in
meeting place for the thirty-thiron
would
insist
the
they
taking up
mean, Mr. Bliss?"
14. Protection favor
Minn.,
Aug.
Duluth,
triennial conclave of Knights Templar
of immediate ierrs';atioii and
"The defense has referred to state- currency bill after tariff was comDuluth police department was no recess.
the
in 1916 on the first ballot.
by
to
refused
and
republicans
say
ments made by Miss Warrington to pleted,
withdrawn from the Duluth, Missabe
Headquarters of the grand
Incidentally the president tool; a
an assistant disti it attorney of Sacra- whether they would filibuster against
TemThe
docks
Northern
spe
and
of New Mexico, Knights
today.
position on the Question of
strong
curthe
tariff until assured that the
mento county upon the train leaving
cial police gradually will be withdrawn. legislative agreement between demoplars last rV?ht were the center of Reno
not
Sen
bill
would
be
rency
passed.'
following the arrest, which are
Defeat reluctantly is admitted by mem crats and republicans in congesa lis
wide interest among visiting knights
to be at variance with her testi- ators Simmons and James tried to
said
of the Industrial Workers of the believes that the democrats as the
bers
iind ladies. A reception and open
reto
Senator
tell
the
Gallinger
mony, in this trial. The defense claims get
World.
dominant party should prucjed w i'.h
house were held and the visitors Inhas that evidence publican plans, but he refused.
col- that the government
relics
Indian
determination and not trade with the
the
many
Naval
spected
Vessels Bringing Refugees
and the government attorneys have
lected by Inspector General Chapman
minority.
With
aboard
American
the
refugees
failed to produce it when asked to
ELEVENTH liOT DAY
The fact that republican senators
of the New Mexico grand commandery.
do so. Are we going to have this navy supply ship Glacier sailed late
had
informally agreed1 to speed up
San
last
from
night
Guaymas for
evidence? That's what I want' to
consideration of the tanrf bill if a
AmFrancisco.
will
more
take
KANSAS
She
DISTRESSES
OPEN AIR SCHOOL PLANNED
know."
recess were assured, after its pas14. Twenty
Aug.
Philadelphia,
"You have nothing to do with that, ericans aboard at Topolobampo.
sage,
prompted the president to urge
12
to
to
10
In
Tacoma
The
cruiser
from
in
eirls ranging
reported
age
Mr. Bliss," said the court, "the jury
business'
that
throughout the country
BAD
ILLNESS FROM HEAT AND
years will be started on an
will take cognizance of nothing in this day that she expected to reach Vera
action on the tariff
demanded
early
AND
STOCK
WATER
trainGROWING,
or
Cruz
late Saturday
course of physical and mental
early Sunday.
case except that which comes regular
of whether any vacation
regardless
IN
on
CROPS
SUFFESING
next
month
Is
PLACES;
The
Nashville
Mawr
gunboat
expected
college
ing Bryn
ly before It."
or recess was promised In return.
WATER FAILS AT LAWRENCE
to sail from Portsmouth, N. H., navy
what is planned to be the latest and
Previously Judge Van Vleet had rulDemocratic senators were caucusCruz
Vera
most advanced theory of education,
reach
and
ed, on admission from Attorney Roche yard Saturday
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 14. Flesh ing on the reces3 proposal at the
according to plans made public today. that he had the statements, that the about a week later.
Wilson's views were
the
in
The class will attend school
reports of exhausted water supply, ill- time President
court was without power to compel
The caucus ad
made
known.
water and heat and being
open air, bundled up in Eskimo suits them to be
CHOOSE OFFICERS ness from bad
produced, but that the gov- ATTORNEYS
until
witaout getting
tonight
journed
burned beyond
in the winter and with only glass
redemption
Raton, N. M., Aug. 14. Officers of crops
ernment might do so, if it wished.
to the question, because of an eary
consecustorm
on
the
eleventh
in
them
here
reached
shield'
to
vjjindows
of the senate, and1 because
San Francisco, Aug. 14. Marsha the New Mexico par assocfation were tive
weather. The course for the first
day of extreme heat in Missouri, meeting
folconsumed in discussion of
time
of
concluded ner testimony in elected yesterday afternoon as
Warrngton
of
in
the
Oklahoma.
Rainfall
seven years, the elementary part
Kansas and
lows:
an
resolution by Majority
slave
case
white
the
unexpected
shortly
Diggs,
the training, will include instruction
President Francis C. Wilson, San- last 24 hours has been negligible and Leader Kern to open the caucus to
on
was
followed
and
noon
today
24
In terpretative dancing, gymnastics
prospects for more in the next
the public. Mr. Kern's motion to
Norris. ta Fe.
hours are of the poorest.
and athletic games, including base the witness stand by Lola
Vice
President
First
district,
was voted down, but he declar
no further developments
were
There
ball. Lunches will he served in the
Wells from which the water supply open
E.NR. Wright, Santa Rosa; Secwould come lip again tonight
it
At- Judge
ed
Norris.
of
examination
Miss
in
the
inopen air school and a half hour each
ond district, Summers Burkhart, Albu- of Lawrence, Kan., a city of 15,000
with
the
question of recess and the
ftHernoon will be given to Bleep. From tempts to shake her testimony only querque; Third district, E. L. Medler, habitants, was obtained, were dry toof a legislative prowhole
question
the
and
drew
affirmations,
stronger
the time the class enters next fall
Las Cruces; Fourth district, Herbert day and water from the Kansas river,
until the seven years of elementary court cut short the question as "a W. Clark, East Las Vegas; Fifth dis- now very low, was turned into the gram.
Senator James of Kentucky, who
.
training is completed and the girls minute pursuit of collateral matters." trict, G. A. Richardson, RosweTI; mains.
came directly from the White nouse
folwill
defense
are ready for the four years college
The plan of
Diggs
In the corn growing districts about
Sixth district, A. R. Ryan, Silver City;
to the caucus, outlined President Wilcourse, the pupils of the school will low in resisting the case
brought Seventh district, M. C. Mechem, So- Wichita many fields have been so
son's plan against recess or delay of
study, eat, sleep and play in the open against him by the government under corro; Eighth district, Reed Hollo-man- , scorched by the sun that the dry
currency legislation.
air from 9 o'clock in the morning to the Mann white slave traffic act was
Tucumcari.
buades have blown from the corn
"The president is opposed to any
3:30 In the afternoon.
The school given out today by his counsel in open
Secretary-Treasure- r
Mrs. Nellie C. stalks and the corn scarcely can proon currency," said Senator
delay
was made possible through a legacy court.
duce even passable fodder. The last James. "I think the democrats will
Pierce, Albuquerque.
left in 1310 by Phoebe
The next meeting place was not heavy rain in the Wichita section was
Marsha Warrington was on the
give him unanimous support.
of New York and it, has been named stand, under
by chosen. The meeting ended with a on April 8.
"A few men who do not even replor her.
In the district about Hutchinson, resent the
Nathan Cogalan. He had been ques- banuet last night
minority party are filibusKan., although there has been no good tering against the tariff and holdins
tioning her at length about the statement she made to Assistant District
rain for weeks and the heat ha3 been up progress. I am in favor not only
TENNIS RESULTS
DOG KILLED; WOMA.N
DIES
to
back
Atkinson,
coming
14.
In
N.
crops and livestock have suf of a continuous session but ot a clos
intense,
Y.,
Mrs.
14.
Attorney
.Southampton,
Aug.
Hiram
Indianapolis, Aug.
the fourth round of tennis singles at Sacramento, from Reno.
Barrett, 72 years old, fell dead here fered little because of the sand strata ure rule that will shut off some of
the Meadow club today .). S. Strach-an- ,
"Is it not true," pursued Coghlan, last night when she saw Charles underflow of water. Many orchards, this filibuster and hold the senate
California, defeated T. C. Bundy, "that, on March 15, 1913, you were Young kill her pet poodle dog. Mrs. market" gardens and alfalfa fields In down to business."
S. Debney, Bos- charged upon complaint of M. J. Sulli Barrett was standing on the sidewalk the district are being Irrigated f om
California,
The proposal for a closure rule will
ton, defeated C. J Griffin, California, van, probation officer of Sacramento in front of her home
wnen Young this underflow.
be discussed at tonight's caucus.
In the fifth round G. F. county, with contributing to the de passed and the little dog ran-ahim
Several democrats have submitted
Touchard of New York defeated F. C. pendency of a minor child, namely barking. He struck the animal with
Topeka Gets Relief
resolution to limit talk.
Inman of New York,
a heavy whip he was carrying. When
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 14. A thunderMulhall Corroborated
Evelyn Disss.
Strachan is the sole survivor of the
storm broko over Topeka this afterS. C. Meade, secretary of the MerEvelyn Diggs is a daughter of the the dog was found to hare jeen kil-cnew California Invaders.
Today ne defendant. Attorney Roche for the Mrs. Barrett dropped to the ground noon. In 30 minutes .50 of an inch chants' Association of New York, W- played with exceptional brilliancy. government immediately objected.
and died before assistance could be of water fell and the tcmpcT.ture 'tum- fore the senate lobby comniTlt.ee to- By his victory he pairs with Karl
our
bled from 9G degrees to T.',. This is day promised the books of the Tvi-- i
contention," explained summoned.
"It is
Behr for the semi-fina- l
round. The
Van
the minmum temperature for ten days. ticnal Tariff Commission association
to
that
Judge
Vleet,"
Coghlan
winner will meet Touchard in the this witness made certain statements
It Was tho first rain hero since July showing that tho National AssociaBABY MONKEY PRIZE WINNER
final.
22.
tion of Manufacturers contributed
,.
on the train coming back to SacraColorado Springs, Col., Aug. 14.
000, and testified that the tarlrf asmento and that she was later induced Among the prize winners at the El
BALL MAGNATE DEAD
sociation had paid to former ConCOLORADO MILLIONAIRE
society
DEAD to change color, or shade those state- Paso County Horticultural
H.
William
14.
sho-tfsituathis
the
Aug,
is
of
held
hn
now being
Philadelphia,
purpose
gressman James "EL Watson 13,7s;)
here,
A. ments for
baby
Pueblo, Colo., Aug.
Na- between April and
wasthe
of
she
Uhildelphia
two
old
months
president
Lock,
practically
k
July, 1509.
monkey
millionaire
Blanche,
that
vice
and
Thatcher,
presi- tion;
in return for this testi- - born at stratton park zoo. This baby tional League Baseball club, died this
Martin M. Mulhall has tcsiirw
dent of the First National bank, died
at his home here at 7 o'clock this
monkey was the only one entered in afternoon at Ventour, N. J.. a suburb that WatHon was emptpoyed to k.!by
on
of Atlantic City, after a long illness. for a tariff board.
that class and took first pfTze.
Page
Four)
a
(Continued
after
Illness.
long
morning
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COAST LAWYERS
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BA5SER

WITNESS

MADE

FIGHT

ON

TARIFF
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At-tla-

j
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Jersey City, N. J Aug. 14. Porter
Charlton, confessed wife .slayer, left
today to be tried in Italy for killing
Scott Castle Charlton and throwMary
RAGS HOME AND
OFFICERS FOR
ing her bodp into Lake Como. The
steamship Rey d' Italia in which the
travels third class in charge
prisoner
WILL NOT PLAY
COMING YEAR
of Italian officers, left the pier about
10 o'clock.
Italy has no death penalty, but
THREE BALLOTS NECESSARY TO ATTORNEY DECLARES HE WILL CALIFORNIA SENATOR RETURNS Charlton faces the possibility of soli- PRESIDENT URGES MEMBERS OF
TO LOS ANGELES TO REMAIN tary confinement for life. ,Hls father,
CHOOSE GRAND JUNIOR , WAR
PARTY TO MAKE IT A CONTIN-UOU- S
ATTEMPT TO SHOW LOLA NORa
Paul
Yale
class
Judge
Charlton,
URUNLESS
BACK
BY
NEW
MEXICO
CALLED
PROMISED
SESSION UNTIL CURRENRIS WAS
HEADQUAR
FREEDOM
DEN;
will attend
mate, of
Taft,
GENT
MATTERS
CY
OF
BILL
ATTRACTION.
IS DISPOSED OF
TERS CENTER
FOR TESTIMONY.
his trial.

-

from New

ASSIES

DOLL

son-in-la-

OFFICIAL.

.

CHARLTON

TEMPLARS SELECT IMMUNITY PLEDGE WORKS TAKES

meets Thursday September 18. At
this meeting, it is expectod, prepara1015
tions will be made to-- begin the trial
on the following Monday, September
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

AGED WATER BO

CCDPIES CITY

COiCIL
LENGTHY DEBATE ENDS IN ULTIDETO COMPANY
MATUM
MANDING BETTER SERVICE

.Mayor Taupert
exclaimed
"Then
let's do it now."
Then the stiuation began to become
evident that the city could not now
afford to attack the water company
for lack of funds to push its case. Mr.
Hays urged1 that the matter be settled
at once, and A. H. Lorenzen said he
believed in standing by the mayor.
Following some more debate, including amendments to embrace the
ideas set forth by Dr. McClanahan, the
mayor asserted that "standing
for
such things almost made him a socialist" and Mr. Wiegand called the
company "highway robbers." The water company's failure to pay what the
council thought it ought to pay in taxes was scored by the mayor and the
water committee was instructed to report to the company that it was the
sense of the council that until the
comiiany furnished adequate water at
all times $1,250 was all that the city
would pay.

Either the city of Las Vegas gets
what the city fathers denominate as a
sufficient water supply or the city refuses to pay mora than $1,250 a year
for city water, hydrant rent and water
for fire protection. Such Is the ultimatum framed last night by the council and to be delivered to the Agua
Pura company some time soon by the
dater committee. The "decision followed a lengthy debate in which Mayor R.
. i .
,
T rr ..
Two New Councilmen
i.
j,
pal l, limnj. juuircn iuuh. u leauiug
Last
night waa the first appearance
several
Aldermen
and
ing
speeches,
Chris Wiegand and R. F. Hays stood for new councilmen from the third
out, urging that the contract offered and rourth wards. They were C. D.
Boucher and Dr. R. K. McClanahan,
by the water company be accepted.
The council also discussed the mat- who were named by the mayor w fill
ter of a city market and of a city vacancies caused by resignations. Both
scale, while the entire matter of new councilmen had qualified, conseweights and measures was referred to quently took their seats at the beginthe finance committee for investiga- ning of the session.
A complaint of fire hazard was en
tion. A few complaints were entered
and the reports of the city officials tered against four "shacks" in the
100 block on Grand avenue. One of
read.
Shortly after the routine of open these was said to be filled with paper.
ing the meeting had been completed The complaint was referred to the fire
Alderman Hays, as chairman of the and police committee.
The matter of designating a city
water committee, was called upon to
make his report- - He announced that scale, as provided under the weights
the clerk had a resolution submitted and measures act passed by the last
.by the Agua Pura company and asked legislative session, was refered to the
that it be read. This resolution was committee on finance. A report is ex
to the effect that the city ratified the pected at the next session of the
old contract, extending it for a term of council.
six years from April 1, 1912, but lowering the rate for water from $2,040
OPENING ATI
to $l,5(io a year.
Ujxn this the discussion commen-
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FIRE PROTECTION
ORDINANCE

AUGUST

IS

CLEAN UP BALE
-COMMENCING AUGUST

INTRODUCED
RIGID REGULATIONS
FOR HANDLING OF ASHES, STOVES AND
FLUES INITIATED

To close out the balance of our Summer slock, for the next few
days we will quote exceptionally low prices on items
that vill interest you-thi- s
is all good desirable merchandise-b- ut
we need the room for new goods now in transit. These
prices are for CASH ONLY.

At the meeting of the city council

last night an ordinance was introduced

looking to the rigid regulation of fire
hazards in the city. Stringent rules
for the handling of ashes, inspection
of stoves and flues, and other matters
related to lessening of the fire hazard,
are proposed.
One lot of women'8 Jap and Tub
The ordinance provides that the fire
chief shall perform the inspections
Silk Waists in several styles, some
One lot of house dresses including! a good
Women's and children's Wundervariety of styles,
all sizes and all good, desirable garments, worth
with wide sailor collars, others
and a Bcale of penalties for infractions
hose in black or tan, all .sizes, the
regularly
with negligee collars, worth $1.75
found by him is provided.
from $1.50 to $6.50, special for the August Sale, each. . . .$1.00
best wearing 25c hoss on the marto $4.00 each, special for this sale,
The ordinance in full i8 as follows:
ket,
worth 25c a pair, special for
each
Whereas:
Under the
$1.35
negligent
17c
this August Sale, per pair
method now prevailing in caring for
ashes and chimneys, there is a great
danger of loss by fire within the city
of Las Vegas, Therefore,
One lot of women's Wash Suits in eluding a nice
Be it ordained by the City Council
variety
'
of styles and sizes in Linen, Llnenne and Rep, worth from
of the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico :
One lot of embroideries, both
One lot of women's neckwear into
$6.50
all
Section 1. It shall be the duty of
$19.50
desirable
each,
for
this
colors, special
edges and insertions, one" to 5 including a large variety of the best
sale, each
every resident of the said City of Las
$4.85
ches wide, worth from 7
to 18c
worth 25c to 35c each, spestyles,
on
in
whose
whose
Vegas,
upon
house,
special for this sale, per yard... 5c
cial
14c
this sale, each
for
premises, ashes are produced or kept
to provide for the care and safekeeping of such ashes, and to cause
the same to be impounded and safely
kept as in this" ordinance provided.
Such ashes shall be stored In some
metal, or metal, lined box, or can, pit
or receptacle composed either of stone,
One lot. of women Lingerie Waists, all this season's styles, includOur entire line of women's Lingerie Waists and women's
and
brick concrete, corrugated oc other
iron, or metal substance constructed
both
ing
high and low necks, long and short sleeves, worth $1.75 each,
children's Middy Blouses, worth $1.25 each, a large variety of styles,
and continuously kept in such form
special for this sale
38c
and condition as to safely hold such
special, each
g5c
ashes in such manner as to prevent
danger by fire therefrom. All ashes
on such premises' shall be stored in
V&uTLecliti Store
ced.
THE RECORD such receptacle by the person or perAlf'ennan Hays moved its adoption.
sons on whose premises such ashes
Agents
VICTOR
He cellared that this resolution was
the fruit of nearly a year and a half CHAUTAUQUA AT MIUNTAlNAIR are produced or kept.
Butlerick Patterns
Section 2. It shall be the duty of
Talking Machines
of work and that it was a saving to
ATTENDED BY LARGEST NUMthe
owner
of
flue,
every
chimney,
the city of $:10 a year over the old
BER IN ITS HISTORY
Eatoilishod 1862
SouthSidoPlflja.
stove pipe or other smoke conduit in
terms and he favored it.
said city, to see that the same is con
Mayor Taupert took) the floor and
Mountainair, N. M., Aug. 14 The
structed of good and proper material
began" a denunciation
of the water largest opening attendance in the hisand workmanship, and that it is, at
company that grew Bteadily more bit- tory of Chautauqua greeted Colonel
ter as he proceeded. He declared that Ralph E. Twitchell Tuesday night, all times, kept in such good and safe
Constipation is the starting point I was unable to do anything and my
The council adourned after the readcontemplates dredging and tillage tothe main which connected the upper who gave an interesting description condition as to protect the building or
for many serious1 diseases. To be heal- weight
dropped from 145 to- 125 gether to
ing.
structure
Is
which
same
the
for
used,
control floods.
the
ami lower reservoirs was too small to of many of the idols of the prehistoric
bowels
thy
active
and
I
keep
regupounds.
suffered
for
about two
The meeting last night was attend- lar. HERBINE will remove all accumand other adacent and nearby buildThe steel towers that support elecmonths when I was advised to use
bring down enough water to supply people who have left behind as monuJ.
councilmen
except
ed by all the
ulations In the bowels and put the sys- Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and Diar- tric power transmission lines
the city In dry weather, basing this ments of their attainments, stone cit- ings, from danger by fire, which might
are betem in prime condition. Price 50c. rhoea
Quinn.
or
Remedy. I used two bottles of ing increasingly useu by forest rangresult
from
any
negligent
faulty,
apportion on statements of water com- ies scattered all over the southwest
Sold
Central
Adv.
It and it gave me permanent relief"
by
Drug Co.
City Reports Read
pany officials. He cited instances cf and particularly in what is now New improper condition of such chimney,
writes B. W. Hill of Snow Hill, N. C. ers as fire lookout stations on nationThe reports of olty officers, present-- '
consmoke
or
stove
other
al forests. With the harnessing of
flue,
pipe
wmrr use in Colorado and declared Mexico. The close attention he reFor
sale by all dealers. Adv.
ed at the meeting, showed a healthy GOOD ROADS DAYS IN ALABAMA
the
mountain streams a network of
ihr while the local company charged ceived indicated the awakening in duit.
Birmingham, Ala., Aug. 14. In acSection 3. It shall be the duty of condition of affairs. The city treas cordance
these
lines is gradually being woven
the citizens as much as it did ft was terest of the people of the state to
with the movement inaugure's report showed a balance on hand
over
the
rr" entitled to any payment from the the value and importance of these every tenant or person occupying any
forests and in the absence
urated
the
Alabama
Good
Roads
by
of $7,624.63, of which $3,000 is on time
' v at all. He said
of other convenient lookouts, the rangthat the policy of heritages from a civilization that has building or structure in said city to
FOREST
association
NOTES
earlier
in
the
summer
a
store and keep in such receptacle at deposit to cover the interest on indebters find the steel towers helpful in
t: ting the water charge by the size of gone.
large percentage of the able 'bodied
.
L-B.
Governor
followed
Prince
this all times all ashes produced in or edness.
the house was ruinous to the city as
their fire patrol work.
4.
4'
'
men
4- in
the
of
rural
the
districts
state
City Clerk Tamme's report showed 16
it placed a
An organization of scientists
on the task of repairing
premium on the five room afternoon with a history of tho many about such building, structure or the licenses issued
began
today
who
during July, bringing and
house, the size that took the minimum churches erected in this section by premises wherein the same are situ
improving the roads in their re- are engaged in the study of forest in- Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West
in $377.15. Other receipts brought
and East
rate for water. He declared that he the devout Fvanciscians who came ate and when proper receptacles are
localities. Great activity Is sects has recently been formed in
spective
the total up to $379.75.
Wm. Lee, Paskenta Calif., says, "It
favored glvirar the company the origin- with the Spanish invasion and whose provided as in this ordinance required
from
all counties of Alabama Washington.
gives universal satisfaction and-- use
Police Judge D. R. Murray reported reported
al contract pr're if the company would sturdy characters are still plainly de- by the owners of premises, all occu
and the work will be continued for
Pencil manufacturers are buying up only Foley's Honey and Tar Com15
as
cases
and
tried
collected
$10.40
three days. The county authorities old red cedar fence rails, in Tennes- pound for my children." E, C. Rhodes,
give the people a reduced rate. He picted in what remains or their un- pants shall be liable, under this orcosts.
have taken great interest in the see and southward, to be made into Middleton, Ga., writes, "I had a rackasserted thrt the water III for the selfish devotion to tneir religion. He dinance, for each and every failure to
The city marshal reported eight aring lagrippe cough and finally got removement and everywhere appeals lead pencils.
city meant one mil in the city tax gave facts with dates, many of which store and impound the ashes in such rests
lief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Comfor drunkenness; five for tres- were
were written down by his hearers to receptacle as in this ordinance reThen
to
made
he
the citizens to observe
declared that the walevy.
The buffalo herd on the Wichita pound." Use no other in your
family
pass, pne for vagrancy and one for
ter eoplfi claimed an investment of be retained as aids in their study of quired.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday of national forest, in Oklahoma, now and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
on
a
the
sidewalk.
bicycle
the
riding
of
most
this
4.
Section
whose
history
interesting
Any
person,
this
duty
$700,000 hut that their returns for taxweek as Good Roads days and numbers 48, 10 calves
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
having been
The city physician reported four to contribute as
ation showed hut some $7.8,600. He and romantic section of the North it is to comply with the requirements
much as possible to born this year. When the buffalo
American continent.
of this ordinance, who shall fail or neg- births, one male and three female. the material
gave detailed figures for this.
improvement of the were introduced on the Wichita in
If you sit in a cool draft when you
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, who was lect to perform any of the duties in during July; with four deaths for the county roads in
Alderman Wiegand declared that the
every county of the 1907 there were 15 head.
are heated and get a stiff neck or
to speak this afternoon this ordinance required, shall, on con- same period, one resident and three state.
announced
company owned the water and the,1
A conservation movement has been lame back, you will be looking for
One case of smallpox
will take the place of Judge John R. viction of such failure, be fined in a
something that will ease the pain.
city wanted it. that the mayor's stand
started in China, said to be richer in Fix
your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW
was all right, but. how was the council McFie, who cannot attend until later sum not less than. Ten Dollars nor was quarantined.
.Remarkable Cure of Dysentery
resources
natural
than
in the session..
The adjustment of affairs in regard
any other na- LINIMENT and don't be talked out of
"I was attacked with dysentery
more than Forty Dollars; and for each
going to get out of paying what the comabut July 15th, and used the doctor's tion. The Chinese use the word "con- it, because it is the best pain relieving
The attendance this year is not only
subsequent offense shall be fined not to the old sewer was mentioned and medicine
pany demanded? "They own the waand other remedies with no servancy" instead of conservation. liniment you can get anywhere. Price
it
more
of
that
fee
are
a
but
$250
had
there
larger
representa less than Twenty-fivdeveloped
nor
Dollars
sue and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
ter," he said, "and we want to. buy it.
relief,
only
getting worse all the time. One of theirrplans for the Hwai river i&c,
been paid Mr. Clark to attend to this
Centra) Drug Co. Adv.
I know they are bleeding the city tive people here from all parts of New more than One Hundred Dollars.
but what are we going to do about it?" Mexico and they have come to stay,
Section 5. This ordinance may be but that there were still some loose
most of them, until Dr. Hewitt quits
ftjtyiir'
He urged the acceptance of the conenforced by yjiinal prosecution in ends hanging. City Attorney B. V.
to take the matwas
digging at the ruins of Cuarai on the name of the
instructed
Long
tract, though possibly not for the full
City of Las Vegas,
29.
CAPITAL PAID IN
,
term named, as he thought workii g August
in the usual form of such cases, by ter up with Air. Clark.
showers have settled the
Timely
SURPLUS
under a contract was tetter than none.
before any justice of the
$100,000.00
dust and camp life is Ideal. The proceedings
FREE
OFFERED
$50,000.00
As he seemed to fear that the comor
peace,
police judge, holding office
Duke
City
Entertainers, the well within said
The United States geological surand it shall be the
pany would cut the city off, Mayor known
city,
Tftuquerque,
organization of
vey's report on coal for 1S10 containTa
cited an instance of several arrived last
duty of such official to strictly enfonf ed excellent
night and will remain this ordinance.
maps of the coal fields
"
when
water
years ago,
the
company several days. The normal department,
of
United
the
States with brief declosed down on the city. He told of under the direction ot Pror. J. B.
Section B. It is hereby made the
Tayof the survey.
bringing them to terms through refusal lor of Deming, is conducted this year duty of the chief of the fire depart scriptions by geologists
J. M. Cunningham. President.
of
that
still avail'ire
Copies
report
D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
to allow them to open the streets for in a
ment of said city, with such assistance
Frank Springer,
large tent on the park and there
can
able and
be procured free of
S. Lewis. Ass't. Caen
repairs to mains.
are about twice the number of teach- as he may call to his aid, immediate charge upon application to the directAlderman Hays held out for some ers in attendance that
after
this
ordinance
takes
effect
ly
attend.
usually
ED
sort of a contract. He was anxious Most of them have tents on the and at all other proper times to in- or of the survey. A special feature of
the chapters on coal production in
to get the matter settled somehow, he
ground and are thus getting full ben- spect all flues, chimneys, stove pipes 1911 and 1912 is a statement of the
said.
efit of chautauqua in connection with and smoke conduits that he may be- extent to which "shooting off the
Dr. R. J. McClanahan hammered their school work.
lieve to be dangerous, and to require solid"
is practiced in the bituminous
home the mayor's point that the sup
Big preparation are being made to them to be put into good and safe mines of the several state, frbm which
ply pipe from the lower reservoir was entertain the people on Torrance condition. He shall also inspect al' some instructive conclusions
may be
larger than the pipe which led into county day, August 19, on, which occa- premises whereon ashes are kept and drawn. The more frequently that
that reservoir, consequently that sion the big banquet will be served from time to time make all Inspections
practice is condemned by writers and
muuh'i tn' .t. ituui, vo vivuiy ui wa at noon in the tabernacle, and on and take all necessary steps for the speakers and the more widely it is
ter in the uiper reservoir,
s the Good Roads day, August' 20. Pros- enforcement of this ordinance.
A,ll
prohibited by law and by company
mayor said he had been told, it was pects are now that there will be more fines collected under this ordinance
rules, the safer it will be for the
00
impossible to maintain the supply in good road enthusiasts and successful shall be paid over to said chief as com- miners and the better for the
t.iie lower reservoir
when everyone road builders at this m'eeting than pensation for his services in making
Office With the San Miguel National Bank
was using water. He declared he fa- have ever been together before in such Inspection and in enforcing this
vored the $1,500 terms only if the peo New Mexico and it is planned to ordinance:
YOU who require the best and purest
Section 7. This ordinance shall be nietficlne see that you A Foley's Honple were supplied all the water they make this the means of disseminating
Wm. Q. HAYDON
enthusiasm In this direction as it has in full force and effect from and after ey and Tar Compound in preference
needed at all times.
President
asthma.
to
colds,
other
H. W. KELLY
for
any
McGuire
B.
never
been
F.
done before.
coughs,
Councilman
declared
its passage and publication as requirVice
and
President
throat
lung
hoarsness, tickling
that the way to get at the company
ed by law.
D. T. HOSKINS
troubles.
Is a strictly high grade
It
Treasurer
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
for not supplying water waa to attack
Alderman Wiegand
opposed the family medicine, and only approved
BROMO Quinine measure,
Its charter, but that that was not Take LAXATIVE
drues of first quality are used in its
.its
that,
matter
declaring
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
best results
the immediate question before the ','
tn etirp R. W Cmvp'9 lirna. might be better covered bh two ordin- - manufacture. It gives theO. G. Schaef-e- r
and
no
contains
opiates
council.
ances.
uire is on each box. 25c. Adv.
Store. Adv.
and Red Cross

Jap and Tub Silk

Women's 25c

$1.50 to $6.50 House Dresses for

Waists

Wunderhose 17c

$1.00

t

.

$6.50 to $19.50 Wash Suits for

18c Embroideries

$485

5c

35c Neckwear 14c

WOMEN'S LINGERIE WAISTS
$1.75 Waists for 88c
$1.25 Waists for 65c

ENDME
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Interest Pa.id On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

f-

Drug

S30.000
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used to be. The eastern nd western it every hour of every hot day, unlines of the At,chison, Topeka & Santa complainingly, enduring 100 degrees
Fe railways are in the states of Illi- temperature superheated with man's
nois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebras- most effective heating plant" Ne
ka, Oklahoma, Colorado, New Mexico braska State Journal.
S. P. Losing Money
and the Panhandle of Texas. In these
San Francisco, Aug. 14. Even
nine states only 121 damage suits
were filed1 against the Santa Fe dur though it is operating 877 suburban
the fiscal year ending June 30, trains daily out of the Oakland and
no
is
there
ing
San
Bernardino,
ley and
longer any doubt. The activity of 1913, according to a statement made Alameda moles, and has carried in
surveying crews in the Temecula by J. D. M. Hamilton, general claims the last year about 19 million pas
attorney for the company. Of these sengers, the Southern Pacific comcountry, it is believed. Is evidence.
suits Mr. Hamilton says, 89 were for pany is losing approjmately
three
Grasshoppers Delay Train
A Rock Island train was delayed for personal injury, 19 for livestock kill- - j and a quarter million dollars annual
40 minutes on July
30, near Ford, ed, six for fire damage, and seven of ly on the suburban electric service
in Alameda county. These figures
Kas., by a large number of grasshop- a miscellaneous nature.
Asked how he accounted for the were made known today from authorpers that had blown onto the tracks
at a deep cut. The trainmen were small amount of litigation Mr. Ham itative sources.
was because me company I It is said that the total passenger
obliged to scoop them otr the tracks ilton said it
to
tried
fair" with its employes ! revenue for the 12 montns ending
"tote
with shovels and to sand the rails
and
."Tha Santa Fe," he, June 30, 1913, was $1,365,707.15, while
patrons.
could
before the train
proceed.
said, "does not hesitate about settl- the total expense was 84,613,262, leavWireless Not Impossible'
L. M. Jones, superintendent of tel- ing a Just claim, and generally it does ing a deficit to the company of just
to start a lawsuit on a bogus $3,247,554.85.
egraphy of the Atchison, Topeka & not pay
In the hearing before the California
Santa Fe railway, who has been In- claim."
Fe
state
railroad commission a few days
to
Boost
Park
Santa
wireof
the
practicability
vestigating
The Piatt national park, near Sul- ago, c. W. Durbrow, an attorney for
less telegraph for railroad purposes,
is not optimistic on the subject. How- phur, Okla., as a health and pleasure the railroad, testified that, without
ever, as wireless telegraph still is in resort, is the subject of a handsomely interest on the 46 million dollars
in the properties, and the taxes
the experimental stage, Mr. Jones illustrated booklet with color cover,
in
to
used
a
the
few
Santa
..to 54 thousand dollars, the
be
Fe
see
in
by
to
it
amounting
be
not
would
surprised
use on the railroads before he quits j days. The curative powers of the loss on direct operating expenses
mineral waters, scenery, rowing, nsn-in- alone was $364,000 for the year. Adthe game.
swimming, hotel accommodations ding to this amount the interest, taxes
"We have given the subject a great
deal of thought," Mr. Jones said, "and and social pleasures of the resort are and other fixed charges, the figures
our conclusion is that wireless tele- elaborated on in a manner to lure the given above are obtained.
The
statement is made that In
graph is not practicable at this time health and pleasure sseeker. Piatt
is
90 per cent of
time
at
national
attractive
these
any
the
computations
park
reasons:
expense
for two,
First,
of installation and maintenance is too of the year, and is growing in popu- the items are those exclusively for
as it is becoming better known. electric trains and not for steam
heavy and, second', the Inventors have larity
trains. On the remaining 10 per cent
' Engineers Not Always Cool
thus far been unable to protect wire"Did you ever think of the heat an only that portion is included which
less messages from outside electric
and atmospheric influence. If the engineman must stand when the mer- can properly be allotted to suburban
'
" asked a service.
preesnt wireless system were in use cury goes up above 100
The
"An
of
be
can
loss
this
would
engineer
engineer.
Burlington
meaning
on a railroad, an operator
never know whether he had a train sits near the boiler head, and his better appreciated by talking in terms
work keeps him there. The radiation of passengers and miles. For every
order straight or not.
from the boiler is really something mile the Southern Pacific company
teleon
wireless
"We lately figured
encarried a passenger on Its ferries and
graph between Point Bolllver and terrific on hot days. When the
is
on suburban trips, it received
trains
fair
draft
is
a
there
on
account
gine
running
Galveston, but gave it up
of the heavy cost, and because wire- through the cab, although at times an less than a cent, while the cost of the
less mesages from ships on the the engineer's face may be cool while the same service was three times as
Gulf of Mexico and from other places lower half of his body is blistering. great, or something like three and a
interfered constantly with messages It is hot work, and so strenuous is It sixth cents. That' is to say, on all of
that the man in the cab must forget the 19 million travelers the railroad
between Bolilver and Galveston.
"The wireless telegraph is so sim- physical discomfort and attend to his company lost two and a fifth cents
ple that a child can handle it. A few duties without a thought of the more for every mile it transported each
days ago a ship at sea called its New comfortable and trusting patrons of one of them. Or, again, each passenger, on the average, paid about Beven
York office. The call was promptly the road behindi him.
"The lot of the fireman is even and a fifth cents, regardless of dis'answered' but the shore operator finally admitted that he was a boy in worse, although he is permitted the tance, and yet it cost the carrier 24
Brooklyn who had a station which he comfort of changing positions oftener. and a fraction cents to serve him. On
built himself. His messages, sent for When he opens the firebox door a every one of the 19 million pasengers
amusement, were as clear as those blaBt of heat comes out upon him that the company was out a little over 17
him as a cusfrom a scientifically constructed sta- almost sets fire to his clothing. Of cents for having had
'
tion operated by 'expert s. One can see course all of his work is not with the tomer.
These statistics are taken from the
readily that It would not do to try to firebox open, but the radiation from
run a railroad with that sort of wire the boiler is continuous and fiercely actual records of the railroad and
hot. The number of minor prostra- from the same reports as are subless telegraph.
"I am watching with deep interest tions from heat on locomtives is not mitted to the slate and federal comsome new experiments which the recorded'. One engineer has died from missions. Their being brought to
Lackawanna railroad in Pennsylvania It on the Burlington within a month, light in a public" way is one of the
is making. The Lackawanna people an.d on the Union Pacific In Nebraska beneficial effects of the working of
are laboring to overcome the trouble another serious prostration is record- the public utilities act. The people
and the carrier alike are benefited1 by
I have mentioned. If they succeed ed. That case may yet prove fatal.
"Orders are to make time whenever the knowledge of the facts, for each
in doing so, the wireless will revolu
tionize railroad telegraph. But until possible ,and to avoid aelays where is entitled to the worth of the dollars
these troubles are overcome, the rail- possible. In two serious prostration it expends.
The property investment of 46 milroads will stay with dots and dashes cases, one on the Burlington and the
other on the Union Pacific, the men lion dollars is in accordance with a
and the telephone."
were working under their engines detailed exhibit already filed with
Through Sleep Service to 'Frisco
InterA new through sleeper service be- when they became overheated. It is the state railroad commission.
tween Kansas City and San Francisco hot enough in the cab but when any- est on it at 6 per cent would be two
has been installed by the Santa Fe. thing goes wrong with the engine and million, seven hundred and seventy-twthousand dollars. It would thus
A sleeper has beep, attached to the it is necessary to work underneath It
fast mail which leaves Kansas City in the hot sun the effect is doubly se- seem that the passenger earnings are
Of the interest
at 1:45 in the morning and goes west rious. Further, it will be noted that actually only
over the Belen cut-ofThe car ar- it is the hard working, conscientious, charges alone, to say nothing of (the
employes who are most cost of managing the business and
rives at Amarillo, Tex., in the even- ready-to-ding and lays over until morning. It affected by the heat. Nothing stops of paying the taxes. Six per cent is
reaches San Francisco by way of Al- them when work is to be done but the taken as the interest rate in order to
be on a conservative basis, although
buquerque and Barstow. Eastbonnd, master stopping force death.
"When you hear people in cool of- it is well known that in the present
the Belen cut-of-f
is not used and the
fice rooms fitted with electric fans condition of the money market, this
service is through Topeka.
Bulletin on
complaining about the heat, just ask is low. Were 7 per cent taken the
Law
The Atchison, Topeka Santa Fe them how they would like to work loss on the Alameda county lines
Railway company has issued a bulle- under absolute orders, with human would be $402,000 per year greater
life depending on their following these than $3,247,000.
tin about the enforcement of the
It xis pointed out, further, that the
law for livestock in transit, show- orders, within a few inches of a giant
ing the results of an investigation by boiler charged with 210 pounds of Southern Pacific equipment at the
the United States bureau of animal steam heated to bluish tint. Men do present time is new, and that, therefore the charges for maintenance are
industry of feeding, watering and restcomparatively light. As it gets older
ing animals in course of interstate
more will be required to keep up lo-DEATH
NEAR
transportation.
comotives and cars.
"The amount of feed which should
Colonist Rates Effective Soon
be given to different
classes of
BY SMOTHERING
25 colonist
September
Beginning
of
animal
the
bureau
stock,"
industry
in
over
effect
the Santa
rates
be
will
finds, "varies with the length of time
Fe to all points on the Pacific coast.
between feedings and the weights of
the animals. For e?x 24 hours the Bat Husband, With Aid of Cardui, The fare will be $38 from Chicago and
St. Louis and $30 from all points in
ration for horses and cattle should
Effects Her Deliverance. It is expected that pasMissouri.
not be less than 1
of
pounds
hay
will be heavy during
traffic
senger
to each hundredweight of animal; for
The rates will last until
this
time.
1
not
than
less
of
sheep,
pounds
Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, o!
hay to each hundredweight of animal, this place, says: "I suffered for years, October 10.
and for hogs, not less than one pound with pains in my left side, and would
of shelled corn, or its equivalent in often almost smother to death.
KNIGHTS ARE GOING HOME
Medicines patched me up for awhile
ear corn or other grain, to each hun
but then I would get worse again. FinalDenver, Aug. 14. The triennial condredweight of animal, for periods ly, my husband decided he wanted me to clave of the Knights Templars congreater or less than 24 hours the ra try Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he cluded its formal program today. Many
tion should be greater or less, respect- bought me a bottle and I began using it.
It did me more good than all the mediknights have departed from the city
ively, in the same proportion.
cines I had taken.
already, but there are large numbers
"The only practicable methods for
I have induced many of my friends to who will remWn in this' vicinity in
railroads to transport animals, other try Cardui, and they all say they have
small parties for a week and longer.
than hogs, without unloading during oeen benefited by its use. There never
has been, and never will be, a medicine Nearly all of the commanderies have
each period prescribed by the statute to compare with Cardui. 1 believe it is
closed their headquarters, however,
for rest, water and feeding, are in a good medicine for' all womanly trou-bleand before tomorrow morning all will
...
'palace' or similar stockcitrs and with
disband. The Templars who remain
For
50
has
Cardui
over
been
years,
emigrant outfits. There are cases in
went
on excursions in every direction
and
woman's sufferings
building
which exceptional facilities complying weak women
up to health and strength. today. Thousands started for Colorawith the law make unloading unnecIf you are a woman, give it a fair trial, do
Springs, the Garden of the Gods,
essary; for instance, specially equip- t should surely help you, as it has a Manltou Springs and other
points of
nillion others.
ped cars conveying show.v animals and
interest within easy access of the
Get a bottle of Cardui y.

HAT'S HAPPENING
ON THE RAILROADS
Mrs. E. H. Harrlman Makes Gifts
Mrs. E. H, Harriman, widow of the

late railroad magnate, has given an
additional $10,000 to the fund of $50,-00-0
for the
ehe established m
foundation of a bacteriological and
pathological research laboratory, in
connection with the hospital service
of the Southern Pacific company: This
announcement has been made by Or.
F. K. Ainsworth, chief surgeon of the
railroad, in' whose hands the disposition of the funds is piaeea. The purpose of the endowment is to further
the progress of medical research. For
the last two years the work has been
going on xinder the direction of Dr.
W. T. Cummings of the Southern Pacific general hospital at San FranDr. Cummings has deveoted
cisco.
his time to a.studyof serums with
special relation to typhoid fever and
tuberculosis, and has contributed
some valuable experimental data to
the existing store of scientific knowledge. The fund is placed in the hands
of the Union Trust company of San
Francisco, the income being turned
over to the hospital department as it
accrues. This is the second large
contribution to the Southern Pacific
hospital service within the last two
years, the widow of the late Collis P.
Huntington having given $25,750 for
the construction of a social hall now
in use at the San Francisco hospital.
Every One Partly Color Blind
Various tests for color blindness
have come into practical use in the
examination of railroad engineers and
the like, where the ability to distinguish colors is necessary, so that
these tests are no longer peculiar to
the laboratory, but It is not generally
known, outside the laboratory, that
everybody is partially color blind
that is, in certain parts of the field of
vision.
The most normal individual
can see all the colors only when he
looks directly at them. If looked at
from an angle of about 15 degrees red
and green can no longer be seen, but
in their places will appear shades of
yellow and blue. This region of the
zone
eyes is known as the yellow-bluIf the color be moved farther to the
side the yellow and blue will disap
pear and only gray can be seen. This
region is known as the zone of com'
plete color blindness.
An interesting theory in regard to
these zones is that every normal eye
represents three stages of evolution.
The zone of complete color blindness
is' the lowest stage, and appears In
such animals as the frog, whose vis-IoJs known as shadow vision. The
zone is one step higher in
the scale, although not clearly marked
off in the animal kingdom, and" the
zone
appearance of the
marks the highest stage of evolution
Cases of color blindness are, accord
ing to this theory, a lack of develop
ment beyond the early stage in the
individual life. Strand Magazine.
Seeking New Route
The engineering department of the
Santa Fe is working on a possible
route to connect Oceanside with Temecula.
The surveying crews have
been over the ground through the
Temecula canyon near Fallbrook and
up by way of Red mountains, Mon- sterate and; Bon Bonsail. The cost
of replacing the road, that years ago
was wiped out of existence by a
flood, for heavy traffic, it is said,
would be greater than a new route
over the mesa by way of Bonsail.
That the road is to be connected up,
giving OceanBide and San Diego direct connection with the Perris val- e
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large Circieof Listener Who Profit by Her Wisdom and Experience.

In almost any settled community there's
trrandma who knows Mother's Friend;
Isot only Is she reminiscent of her own

Gi

--

f?h

it
nut H was tnrougn ner recomso many young, expectant
mothers derived the comfort and blessing
ef this famous remedy.
,
.Mother's Friend Is applied externally to
the abdomen, stomach and breasts, allays
experience,
mendation

that

'

o

one-ha- lf

o

4

v

all pain, avoids all nausea, and prevents
caking of the breasts.
It Is quickly and wonderfully penetrating,
permits the muscles to expand without tha
strain od the ligaments, and prepares the system so thoroughly that the crisis is passed
almost without the slightest distress. Thus
there need be no such thing as dread or fear.
No better nor more cheering advice can,
be given the expectant mother than to suggest the use of Mother's Friend. She will
take courage from the beginning. The days
will be cheerful, the nights restful. Thug
the health is preserved, the mind is In
repose and the period is an
one
of quiet, Joyful anticipation. ' unending
You can obtain Mother's Friend of
any
druggist at $1.00 a bottle. Do not forget
nor neglect to be supplied with this greatest blooded stock."
remedy ever devised for motherhood.
It is
Few Damage Suits
Wriu to: Chattanooga Msdicine Co., Ladies'
Write
unfailing.
to Bradfleld ReguAdvisory Dor.'
lator Co., 133 Lamiir Bldg., Atlanta, ()a.,
Chattanoofra,
Term., (or Social
Damage suits against railroads, it Instructions on your case and
fur their very Interesting and Instructive
book, "Home
Treatment
for
in plain wiapper. M.O. SB
Women,"
boot of advice for expectant mothers.
seems, are not so common as they
s."
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PRESBYTERIANS
AT WATERLOO large iceberg, sinking four hours later,
Waterloo, la., Aug. 14 Young Pres about 1,500 persons on board.
byterians from all sections of the
Immediately after the collision the
country are gathered here to attend boats were lowered and the women

the twenty-seconannual convention
of the Young People's Christian union
of the United Presbyterian church,
which opened its session, scheduled
to continue until Sunday evening, today. During the forenoon and early
afternoon the arriving delegates were
received by special committees,' receptions were held and the delegates
were registered.
The convention
proper opens this evening with a
praise service and general session at
which the delegates will be welcomed
to the city. There will be sessions
and devotional services every day,
including Sunday, when the convention will be brought to a close with
a service conducted by the Rev. C. R.
Stevenson, the Incoming chairman of
tha Young People's Christian union's
general committee.
d

IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
Use Aliens Footease, the

powder to he ehaken into the
shoes. It Instantly takes the sting
out of corns, Itching feet, Ingrowing
nails, and bunions. It is the greatest
comfort discovery of the age. Allen's
Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes
feel easy. Ladles can wear shoes
one size smaller after using. It Is a
certain relief for sweating, callous
and swollen, tender, aching feet Try
it today. Sold everywhere, 25c. Tria'
package FREE. Address Allen S.
v
Olmsted. Leroy, N. Y.

JOHN JACOB ASTOR,
FOURTH, IS YEAR OLD
SON OF TITANIC VICTIM REACHES
FIRST BIRTHDAY TODAY IN
NEW YORK
Born in the lap
wealth under unusual circumstan
ces and nurtured like an infant prince
of royal blood, John Jacob Astor IV,
posthumous son of the late Colonel
John Jacob Astor, one of the notable
victims of the Titanic disaster, reaches the first milestone of his young life,
on
the first anniversary of his bJ-August 14, 1912. Although only just
a twelvemonth of age the millionaire
baby or baby millionaire has already
an interesting, in fact, a sensational
history.
Circumstances of the most unusual
character surrounded the coming into
the world of this child which, notwith
standing its tender youth is the owner
of a fortune of three million dollars,
to be held In trust for him until he
becomes of age. His father was Colonel John Jacob Astor, one of the
wealthiest men in this country, who
left a fortune estimated at nearly one
hundred millions, when he met a
Tibrave man's death on the
tanic. Colonel Astor, son of William
Astor, and cousin of William Waldorf
Astor was married twice. In 1891 he
marled Ava Lowle Willing, by whom
be was divorced in 1909. In the fall
of 1911 it as rumored that Colonel
John Jacob Astor was paying marked
attention to Madeline, the beautiful
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Force, of Brooklyn, N. Y. The rumor
was soon confirmed, when Colonel Astor obtained a mariage license on September 9, 1911, at an early hour of the
morning and quickly drove to Newport,
R. I., where the marriage ceremony
was performed at "Beechwood," Colonel Astor's magnificent summer residence in that fashionahle resort. Owing to the fact that the divorce decree
forbade Colonel Astor to remarry in
the state of New York and the strong
publio sentiment aroused by the announcement of his engagement to Miss
Force, Colonel Astor experienced con"
siderable difficulty in obtaining the
services of a minister to perform the
ceremony. Eventually he succeeded,
however, and the nuptial knot was
tied by the Rev. Dr. Joseph Lambert,
a Congregational minster of ProviNew York, Aug. 14.

of

th

d

dence, R. I.

Immediately after the ceremony
Astor and his young bride
sailed for Europe and made an extensive wedding trip through the continent and to Egypt. They returned to
England in the early part of the spring
of 1912 and arranged to return to the
United States on the White Star liner
Titanic which started from Liverpool
on its maiden trip to New York, April
Colonel

10.

The wreck of the Titanic on Its first
c
voyage forms one of the
most stirring and sensational chapters
in the history of the
navigation. Four days out from Liverpool, after an uneventful jurney, the
Titanic crossed the path of the icebergs drifting south and east of Newfoundland banks and on Sunday, April
14, at about half past ten in the even'
ing, in calm and clear weather, the
gigantic steamership ran, as is believed, against the submerged part of a
trans-Atlanti-

trans-Atlanti-

c

and children placed into them, al
though it was not believed at first
that the ship would sluk. To prevent
overcrowding of the lifeboats only
were permitted In
enough men
to row and steer them
them
and, be it said to the credit of the men
on that
liner, only a few crav
ens were among among them who,
frightened out of their wits, pushed
themselves to the front and sought
safety in the boats which were intended for the women and children. Col
onel Astor was not one of those cravens. Tenderly he placed his young and
beautiful wife into one of the boats
and then stepped back to give room
to women and children, while he
mained on board, to go down a few
hours later with th-- j other heroes of
the Titanic, whose names have a'r.i-then hasn honorel by the who: :a- tlcn.
Ti leal, containing, am ) is oi'ier
passengers, Mrs. Madeline Force Astor, was soon picked up by the Car- pathia and the passengers were
brought to New York where Mrs. Astor remained, to await tdidings from
her husband and the birth of the chill
she was then bearing. Aft".r a search
of several weeks the body of Colonel
Astor was picked up near the scene
On the morning of
of the disaster.
Mrs.
Madeline Fore 3
14,
1912,
August
Astor gave birth, to a son who was
nsmed after his father. It was found
that Colonel Astor, previous to his
r.'.arriage had made a will in whicn he
provided a legacy of thres millions for
the child that might be boi'ii to Mm,
left a trust fund of five millions to
his young wife and left the bulk of his
enormous fortune to his son from his
first mariage, young Vincent Astor.
d

TICKS

N

HIDES

CAUSE LOSS

0

LARGE SUMS
PEST

CAN
BE ERADICATED
AT
SMALL COST AND FARMERS
SAVED MUCH DAMAGE

Washington, Aug. 14. According to
figures gathered by one of the veterinary inspectors of the Bureau of Ani
mal industry, the presence of the tick
among the cattle of the south not only
lessens the value of the cattle on the
hoof but causes the gradings of hides
that have 'been infested with ticks as
No. 4 quality.
The same hide, if free from tick.
marks, would grade No. 2. The difference in price between these two grades
of hides is 3 cents per pound. As the
hide of southern steers weighs about
42 pounds, the presence of the tick In
the hide causes a loss in the hide
alone more than $1.26 per hide. Government specialists point out that the
cost of tick eradication is only about
50 cents per head so that if the counties make a systematic campaign to
eradicate the tick, the increase In value of the hide alone would pay for
the cost of tick eradication and leave
the farmer a net profit of about 76
cents per hide.
The hide situation is becoming rather serious. A prominent tanner in
Pennsylvania states:
"For the class of leather we make
we prefer southern hides for chrome
on account of the close texture, and
fine grain, but on account of the ticks
we have had to practically stop purchasing southern hides."
In every home where there Is a
This is particularly significant as
baby there should also he a bottle of the demand for chrome leather is inMcGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It may be
needed at any time to correct sour creasing so that the normal demand
or for southern hides will still be further
stomach, wind
colic, diarrhoea
'
.
summer complaint. It is a whole- decreased.
some remedy, contains no opium, morA large percentage of the chrome
phine or injurious drug of any kind.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold by leather now produced Is finished with,
the grain left on so that all imperCentral Drug Co. Adv.
fections and tick marks on the grain
VALLONIA, ND., A CENTURY OLD side show very plainly.
In the old
he
Brownstown, Ind., Aug.
days when all the leather for uppers
town of Vallonla;, Jackson
d
county, was made from
stock, all
three miles west of here, which claims leather was huffed and the grain waa
the distinction of being the second removed. For this leather tanners
oldest town in this state, began the could use cheap hides that were covtwo days celebration of the 100th an- ered with imperfections
and tick
niversary of its foundation today. marks and make fairly good leather.
Thousands of visitors from all sec The situation today, as it has been extions of; the state have gathered at plained, is very different as the
public
Vallonla to witness the many inter is demanding more and more
grained
esting features for which, the pro leathers for which large proportions of
gram of the celebration provides. The southern hides will not be available
old "Treaty
Tree," Aaron Burr's until the tick is
cabin, the Craft tannery and other
Tennessee will probably he the fi;yt
interesting mementos cf a century state to he entirely free from quaranago were visited today by large tine for ticks. It
already has eradicatcrowds of visitors and the historical ed the tick in 51 counties and
all that
tableaux and pageants attracted the now remains under
are
quarantine
attention and admiration of the vis
of Marlon, Wayne, Hardeman,
parts
itors. The celebration will be conMcNairy and Decatur counties and all
tinued and brought to a close tomorof Hardin, Henderson and Chester
row. Much of the early history of
counties. It is be hoped that by SepJackson county and southern Indiana
tember 1 these counties will toe free
clusters around the historic town 'of
from ticks and the entire state out of
Vallonla, which also claims the dis
quarantine.
tinction of havtag come within one
According to the specialists of the
vote of becoming the capital of In
of agriculture, it has cost
department
diana. When the territorial govern
50 cent3 per head to eradi
ment was moved from Vincennes to less than
cate the tick in Tennessee and the
Corydou, the commission appointed
owners as a result have gained
cattle
came
near
for that purpose
deciding
not
less
than $7.00 per head, thus addon Vallonla as a compromise between
to tho value of their stock. There
ing
the political factions quarreling about
are some 500,000 cattle in the counthe location of the new capital.
ties already free from ticks and the
immediate
toenefit to these owners has
Costly Treatment
'I was troubled with constipation been not less than $3,500,000. The
and indigestion and spent hundreds of cost of tick eradication has been only
dollars for medicine and treatment." $250,000, so that the investment paid
writes C. H. Hines, of Whitlow, Ark. for 'tself
nearly 14 times over in a
"I went to a St. Louis hospital, also
to a hospital in New Orleans, but no very short time. This does not incure was effected. On returning home clude the additional profits which
I began taking Chamberlain's Tablets, come from the fact that now that the
and worked right along. I used them tick Is eradicated more cattle can be
for some time and am now all right."
raised on each farm and that the culSold by all dealers. Adv.
tivated fields are made more productNEWS GATHERERS HAVE OUTING ive ,by the increase of the amount of
Kalispell, Mont, Aug. 14 Hundreds fertilizer now available.
of newspaper men from all sections
of the state, many of them accompanied by their wives and daughters, Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
Back
have arrived here to take part in the
J. L. Hackl, 915 Eighth St, Lincoln,
annual meeting of the Montana Press
association, which opened here today 111., was recently cured of a bad case
kidney trouble that started with a
for a session extending over three of
lame back, and says: "I am certainly
The
is
decorated
in
days.
city
gaily
thankful in getting a cure of my kidhonor of the visitors and as this con- ney trouble by using Foley Kidney
O. G.
vention is to be marked by brilliant Pills. Try them yourself.
fetes and notable social events, busi- Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
ness has been practically suspended
for the time being. The local newsGEORGIA AGRICULTURISTS
paper men and' the citizens in general
Cuthbert Ga., Aug. 14. At today's,
have made liberal provisions .for the
entertainment of the visitors and the closing session of the Georgia
among the features of the program State Agricultural society's annual
will be excursions on Flathead lake convention, the following addresses
to Glacier National park and several were delibered: By Dr. E.'H. Stock-bridgof Fulton, on "Book Farming";
other points of Interest in this
Miss Mary E. Creswell of Clarke, oa
"Work in the Rural Home"; Colonel
George M. Napier of Do Eall, en
HOW THE TROUBLE STARTS
Constipation is the cause of many "The Lawyer and the Fanner"; ilou.
ailments and disorders that make life D. J. Price of Oconee, on
"Country
miserable. Take Chamberlain's TabKcLendon cf
Life," and Hon. S.
lets, keep your bowels regular and
you will avoid these diseases. For Fulton, on "What Are You Going in
Bo About It?"
sale by all d&alers. Adv.
14.-T-
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examination It will be seen to be true.
It is disgusting to think that sao
took them, more disgusting to think
tshe did not take them and that she
made "the confession to aid In clearing her husband, most disgusting lo
think she made the confession with
his knowledge, which Is possible. We
hone it Is not true. If that is the case
he forfeited all claim to her love and
respect at the moment he permitted
ethics are plain on
it Anglo-Saxothat point; that the man who faila to
or who hides
shield his women-folk- ,
behind their skirts, is contemptible.
The nobility of her sacrifice, on the
other hand, In degrading herself in
the public eye for his sake, Is astounding. Her act is worthy of great
respect, whether made with or withShe
out her husband's knowledge.
gave her all for him. Her gift ,was
great. May her reward le as great.
As for Sulzer, his determination to
fight, after his admission of direvt-ln- g
campaign funds to private use, is
amazlnt;. After that It Is difficult ;to
see how and in what manner he ex
pects to rehabilitate himself In the
mind of the public. No matter what
sort of vindication he obtains at the
hands of Impeachment court or people,
the smirch will remain with him for
ever, though he may dlminsh Its black
ness through the revelation of facts
which are not yet public. It must be
extraordinary indeed to give him the
courage to attempt to continue In his

'
Remit by draft, check or money or- office. '
der. If sent otherwise we will not
Well,- they convicted that quartet
be responsible for loss.
of
on
gamblers down at Albuquerque.
free
applicacopies
Specimen
''
o
tion.
?!;
The Chautauqua Is now Tauqing
over at Mountalnair. Also "taking'
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
gains In the early afternoon, but the
New York, Aug. 14. Market senti traders reacted as suddenly as they
ment underwent a change today, al had advanced and Union Pacific soon
though the reversal did not effect lost its arvance of the previous hour
trading Issues more than moderately. Steel fell back to Its low point of the
Increased attention was given to gen- morning.
'

ILL BE SHOW
BY DEFENSE
(Continued

from Page One)

mony and that she was threatened
with arrest, detention and trial, if jhe
did not so testify and I don't mind
saying here now that such is the showing we shall make to the 'jury."
"Don't argue it now. Wait till you
get before the jury." admonished the

court. '1 may say, however, that it
is proper for you to ask if immunity
was offered."
Coghlan struck, off on his trail, with
fresh zeal. "Did you ever talk w:ith
your father and mother about this
case?" he asked.
I only talked with
I never did.
Mr. Roche."
"And what did he tell you?"
".'.b told me oM to tell the truth,"
"Did not you see in the papers a
statement by Mr. McNab, then United
States attorney here, that he would
detain you as a witness unless you

made a statement for him?"
"I never did. I did not read the
papers about this case."
"Weren't you told that if you did
not testify before the grand jury you
would be held in jail as a witness?"
"No. I was only told to tell the
truth."
"Well, wasn't it a long time before
you did tell the truth?"
"No. I told it the first chance I got."
The courtr-"D- id
any one ever ap
proach you in regard to your testimo
ny in this case?"
"No, sir, nobody."
Efforts to confuse the witness be
came finally so harassing that the
court cut short the
preremptorily.
Previous questions had brought' to
light the fact that the statement
made by Marsha Warrington on the
train was composed In large part of
questions Diggs had been allowed to

eral trade conditions, particularly the
6teel and Iron Industries. Continued
damage to crops, especially, corn, also
excited renewed alarm, London's" lower level was followed by declines here,
one point losses being made by Steel,
Smelting, Northern Pacific, Missouri
Pacific and Chesapeake and Ohio.
Wabash declined two to four points
on rumors of another hitch in the reorganization. Among specialties Mack-a-y
rose almost nine points and Pump
preferred four. A feature of the Irregular bond market was the sale of
Mexican Railways
at
65, as
against 84 some months ago.
More ability was Bhown In the movement of prices after midday and Readabove
ing rose vigorously, selling 1
the lowest. Several other leaders also
ranged above yesterday's closing, but
the general movement was sluggish.
Westinghouse and General Motors
common and preferred scored smart

4s

The market closed steady.. Speculation became Htsless as the day drew
to a close. Hardly any movement
whatever occurred in the principal
shares, which maintaained an undercurrent of heaviness. Wabash securities .which had suffered a brief respite from early selling, again worked
downwards. The dosing sales were:
74
Amalgamated Copper
.
109
Sugar, bid
Atchison
9714
Northern Pacific
113
.161
Reading
Southern Pacific
..93
Union Pacific
154
United States Steel
64
United States Steel, pfd
108
,

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 14. Rain today that

Vests,

Womens,

ly rallied. There had been no relief
in the drought stricken regions. Terrific heat continued all through Kan-

sas, Nebraska, Missouri, and Oklahoma. Opening figures ranged from
lower to a shade advance. December,
a
to 6868
which. started at 67
decline of a shade, to , touched 67
The
and then, rose to 68
close was steady Vs to V4, net lower
to 68.
for December at 67
cables
and
lightness of counHigher
try sales put strength into wheat. Deto U
cember opened
higher
to 90, reacted to 90V8 and
at 90
advanced to 90. "The cl&se was steanet higher 90.
dy with September
off to 44,
December oats started
sold at 4444
and hardened to 44.
First provisions transactions were
76 lower, including January options as
follows: Pork $18.67; lard $10.37;
ribs $9.97. The closing quotations
were:
Wheat, September 87 ; December

95.

Lard, September $10.97; October
January $10.45.
October
Ribs, September
'
$10.75; January $9.80.
$11.05;

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, August
ceipts 7.000. Market

DAY NOW

90;

69.

15c

Children Muslin

Embroidery and

Drawers

Insertion at

13c

10c

13c-- 1

India
Linen

Curtain

20c

Children's

Swiss

Dots,
& Checks,
25c Values

Stripes

10c

16c

School

loods

Filial Cell on Summer

Boy's and Girl's

Stockings

and Monday

y

Friday-Saturda-

9c

--

-

Agust

13-1- 6

CAMBRIC
15c

and 18"

Value

12

l--

2c

fallen.

The South Carolina Cotton Manufacturers association has gone on record in favor of compulsory education
in the public schools and advanced
'
child labor laws.
,

ar

1--

Toweling

LADIES' LINEN DRESSES

Ladies'

Linen Dfesses, made of

Tooth

LAWN AND VOILE DRESSES

HOUSE DRESSES

Ladies' Lawn and Voile Dresses
trimmed with lace, an excellent value
at $6.00 and $6.50, choice only $3.00

House Dresses in fancy stripes,
small checks, plaids and plain colors,
short and long sleeves, $2 now $1.15

UNDER-

Days of Our
Only
BIG MANHATTAN
SHIRT SALE
For Men
3 More

SKIRTS

12

2c

good assortment

A

$1.75
2.00

Lonsdale Hope

of Gingham Under-

Muslin

skirts, good 65c and
7oc values, choice

9c

CHILDREN'S

Percale. 36 Inch

75c

lie
r

Voiles

26c

40c

'

--

ts?sx

f

The

A

Brass Pins

Worth ioc
Waterproof
Maline

AH

Shades

28c

Paper
5C

:;; at

20c

DOY'S WASH SUITS

Boy's

Wash

Suits,

15c

a
plain and fancy
cloth or econgal-ate-

Talcum

omy linen wash fabrics, ages 2 to 10
worth 1.25 & $1.50

Powder
each

10c

98c

Women's
Linen

Handkerchiefs
25c

Value

19c

To move the remainder of Ladies
and Misses Summer Jacket suits, we
offer all bur serge and novelty material suits worth up to $20 choice $9.98

'

Store

A

LAS VEGAS

Skins

LADIES' JACKET SUITS

DRESSES

,

at 55c.

Chamois

Pretty Skirts made of best washable materials and always sold from
$1.50 to $3.50, choice 99c to $219.

Seersucker Dresses, good styles,
no
ages 1 to 5
'
ironing-'hecessary-

35c

IDIAN HEAD AND LINEN SHIRTS

at 48c.

GIRLS SEERSUCKER
o

Cotton Striped

ROMPERS

Your choice of any of our Children's
Rompers, always sold from 50c to

Manchester

35c & 40c

3.00

Shirts, now. .'. .... . .$1.15
1.39
Shirts, now....
and 2.50 Shirts, now. 1.69
2.19
Shirts, now

.

THISJs OUR GREAT ANNUAL
SALE. No other sale like it
during the year.

48c

15c

2.25

For

A big: assortment of Children's
Dresses made of Ginghams, and percales, plain and lace trimmed, good
$1 to $2.25 values, only 79c to $1.50.

med, good $6.00 values; choice $3.00

GINGHAM

25c
Bottle

of Quality"

Toil

Peroxide

A mVWCB

Hydrogen

17c

N.M.

.

13 OFF

Women's Black

Zephyrs

Lisle
All

4

25c

25c

15c

,.

CHILDREN'S DRESSES

natural color linen plain, some trim-

Brushes

Hair Nats

Off All Summer, Coals, Suits and Dresses

2

9c

l--

10c

-

DR. W. T. BROWN

Santa Fe Trail from Santa Fe to Raton was the object that Dr. W. T.
Brown of Valmora brought into Las
Dr. Brown is
Vegas this morning.
one of the live road boosters of Mora
county and is anxious to see a general
good road movement such as has taken place in Michigan and which will
be in effect in Missouri soon.
Dr. Brown's plan is that on Wednes
day. Septeml);r 10, all the residents of
the cities and town along the Santa
Fe trail get out with automobiles,
picks and shovels and work the roads
for one day. For those business men
who cannot leave their business, a man
can be provided and paid for his labor
by the business man. All automobile
owners will be expected to worn hard
day. Dr. Brown stated this morn
ing that he had consulted with the
business men of Santa Fe, Wagon
Mound, Springer and other places and
that they are all greatly interested in
the movement.
The proposition will be worked out
on this day and a committee will
probably be appointed in each of the
cities to look over the road before
the general road repairing.
"We are at, a great disadvantage
with the roads in their present condition," said Dr. Brown this morning.
"A general good roads. day will solve
the proposition in a lasting way," Dr.
Brown continued by saying that the
pecple of Watrons were anxmns !o sec
the roads placed in good shape and
that they would devote every possible
effort to making September 17 a big
day. In reference to the present con
dition of the road between Las Vestas
and Watrous the doctor said that the
old road was now in fair shape but
that automobile tourists should not
take the old ford but should cross at
the new crossing. Dr. Brown stated
that on account of the lack of rain that
little work had been done on the roads
near Watrous but that it would be
started as soon as suffie'ent ram had

lie

We have planned to make more room for our constantly growing
Department and we want to reduce our stocks at the quickest
possible moment. We want all summer goods out of the way and we are
airing you unprecedented- low prices to have you help us reduce stocks.
Even if you do not needuow buy them for future use. As a special inducement we offer
Ready-To-We-

PROPOSED

To make September 10 Good oRads
Day for the cities and towns along the

Values

15c

DONSDALE

Linen Crash

OF VALMORA
INITIATES SCHEME FOR REPAIRING SANTA FE TRAIL

Hogs, re-

to 10 cents
lower. Bulk $7.908.45; heavy $7.90
8.25; packers and butchers $7.90
8.50; lights $7.908.50;
pigs $6
6.75.'
Market
Cattle, receipts 12.000.
steady to 10 cents lower. Prime fed
steers $S.409; dressed beef steers
$7.508.40; western steers $6.108;
cows
southern steers $4.806.65;
heifers
$4.508.80;
$3.506.50;
stockers and feeders $5.508; bulls
$4.256.25; calves $3.509.
Sheep receipts 6,000. Market steady. Lambs $5.757; yearlings $4.50
5.50; wethers $4.255; ewes $3.40
4.25; stockers and feeedrs $2.
4.50.

n

STATE GOOD ROADS

14.
5

:,
May
Corn, September 73; December 68;
By the way, when are the doctors
suggested an average crop in northern May
Illinois and in Indiana weakened the
January going to get a dance named after some
Oats, 'September $20.50;
Of their multitudinous bacilli?
coin market a little, but prices quick $18.65.

20c

'

Lind and Gamboa talked business
while the envoy was visiting the for- ask her.
eign minister, it is said. We thought
Mexico would get down to cases after
a while.'-

At the city council there was preAbout yesterday, when those Tem
sented last night an ordinance which plars were here, would have been a
contemplates a large reduction In the fine time to "have had an exhibit of
five hazard of the city of Las Vegas. San Miguel county
products down at
Such matters are progressive. Las the
depot.
Vegas is one of the bad towns on the
o
underwriters' list because Ehe does
Now. Johannesburg wants Colonel
not have as much protection as they
Gorgas to come over and reorganize
think ehe ought to have. She Is one its
sanitary system. Just another litof the three towns in the state which
tle tribute to the success of common.
had fires large enough last year to sense measures at Panama.
he called "conflagrations."
o
All of which la decidedly bad for
And Henry Lane Wilson has busted
the town. But the thing to do is not lose
again. We thought too much
to conceal these things andhave to
had something to do with his
talking
lie about them to prospective settlers.
If that is so, evidently
resignation.
It Is to get rid of them. This ordi- one lesson was not enough.
nance Is a step that way.
-- o
The objection will probably be rais
Painful as it may be, it must be
ed against the ordinance that it comsaid that Las Vegas did not get much
pels property owners Qr tenants to advertising from the visit of those
supply a metal ash receptacle. This Templars yesterday. Its a safe bet
will doubtless cast something.
But
did not overlook the opthe coal sheds, fences and outbuild- Albuquerque
portunity.
ings burned in a year for lack of jult
o
such things cost several times What
Doubtless ball fans and farmers
it would cost to provide iron recept- alike would be
if some deal
glad
acles for all the ashes in twon. The
could be arranged for shipping to
step is really one of economy in the Kansas the rains which have been
direct line, not to speak of the reso many postponed games in
duction of fire hazard' for buildings causing
the east.
which might catch from the fences,
o
,
coal sheds, etc., mentioned. A few
word to apply
the
Is
Pathetic
only
cents for an ash can may save sevto the buffalo herd on the Wichita
eral dollars for repairs or rebuilding.
whose keepers now
The inspection and condemnation national forest,
assert
it numbers 48
that
features of the ordinance are open to proudly'
ago there
That
head.
years
many
criticism, of course, but they are also
more than that many thousand
were
a step forward. They "merely seek
to exercise the right of the commun- of the animals living.
ity to protect itself as a whole from
the carelessness or ignorance of certain of its members, whoever they
THE DArl LY POEM
may be;
Most cities have ordinances like .
'
the one presented1 last njght. Las
Date Lines You Know
Vegas ehould not be behindhand. If
how they always
Funny
this ordinace is not in proper shape
Raise the biggest squash
Into
or
divided
should'
be
it
changed,
around about
two measures, or whatever else ought Somewhere up
to be done to secure the results which Wallawallawash;
Likewise how they often
on its face It contemplates.
,
Have a tragedy
o
In the far off village
AMAZIKGOf Bellowfallsvt;
Also, quite surprising
'
You so often Bee
For repulslveness of detail and sensation of disclosure, there, has been Some strange, odd news item
Clear from Bucksportme;
nothing bo remarkable within a gene
ration as the Sulzer expose and im- Again, another query
Why it is, may we ask
peachment In New York. It Is bad
state
to
a
So
of
many queer things happen
enough for the governor
In chill Saskatoonsak
admit diversion of funds from his cammarvel
paign fund, contributed by friends and And eke full oft we
"
and say
do
to
uses,
At
things
they
private
personal supporters,
but for his wife to confess, either sin- To fill UP the dispatches
cerely or In hope of helping him, that From PatternsonnJ:
r.he bad committed peculations from But none report, the murders
Wars, suicides and wrecks
the funds donated for her husband's
disenstln
once
The
at
correspondent fashes from
is
use
campaign
i
r KlpOSOtpX.
This
Thatmarked
respect.
of
and worthy
In
Herald
but.
E.
D.
Johnson
oii
Albuquerque
Founds somewhat paradoxical,

14, 1913.

Embroideries

Hose

Dress
"

and

50c Value

Ginghams

Laces

39c

lQC

FIVE
At 10 o'clock before high mass, will forest officer, cut more than 40,000 the probate judge, and a decision was
take place the impressive ceremony trees. As a result of these vigorous rendered by him that the evidence was
of the blessing of a baptismal font of measures, the government apparently sufficient to warrant him in taking
!
the child from Mr. and Mrs. Gutierrez
composition stone, also a cope of gol- has the beetles under control.
and place it in possession of Its mothden cloth. Both ornaments have been
n
the
er.
for
the
church
society
a
bought
business
is
of
by
Trinidad
Hatchler
B.
$100 REWARD $100
of
of
ladies
the
altar.
the
From
the
the
of
judgment
probate
The readers of this paper will be
visitor in Las Vegas.
Many prominent parishioners will pleased to learn that; there is at least court an appeal was taken to the disMurray Carleton of. Watrous was
For the purpose of cashing checks, receiving deposits or
witness the ceremony and serve as one dreaded disease that science hes trict court by the foster parents. In
a business visitor here today.
been able to cure in all its stages, and the meantime the child was under the
and
Godfathers
Godmothers.
last
Charles A. Spiess returned
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
of any other business in our line.
At the
viBit at
Is the only positive cure now known care of its natural mother.
night from a short business
beto the medical fraternity. Catarrh
hearing before Judge Leahy a large
Raton.
ing a constitutional disease requires a number of the witnesses, neighbors,
Mrs. Gus Speicher left this afternoon "HELLO
BALL
BILL"
Halls Ca- swore that the child was well taken
constitutional treatment.
relafor Watrous where she will visit
tarrh Cure s taken internally, acting care of
by its foster parents, while
tives for a short time.
directly upon the blood and mucous
that they often saw
others
testified
des
passenger
the
of
system, thereby
W. A. Cameron, traveling
GAME INTERESTING surfaces
busia
of
the
child on the street, poorly clad and
foundation
the
the
disease,
was
troying
Santa
Fe,
the
agent for
and giving the patient strength by neglected. The littel girl herself was
ness visitor here today.
building up the constitution and as- placed on the witness stand and being
Colmor
of
merchant
C. A. Dow, a
in doing its work. The
JUDGE D. J. LEAHY SECURED TO sisting nature
have so much faith in us ir.terogated by Judge eLahy at some
and formerly a resident of Las Vegas,
proprietors
UMPS"
OFFICIATE AS "HIS
curative powers that they offer One length, stated that she wanted to re-- 1
was a business visitor today.
NEXT SUNDAY
Hundred Dollars for any case that it main with her own mother. She ran TODAY'S BASEBALL
came
Raton
of
Houten
van
Mrs. Jan
fails to cure. Send for list of
from the witness chair to her mother,
few
a
days'
in yesterday evening for
will"
be
out"
"Three
strikes,
you're
Las
Vegas.
Address F, J. CHENEY & CO., Tol clinging to her skirts, as though fear
visit with friends in
a familiar saying with Judge D. J.
National League
afterful that, she would be separated from
this
left
Ohio.
edo,
Mrs. Kate Livingston
Leahy next Sunday afternoon at
Sold by all druggists 75c.
her. Mr. and Mrs. Gutierrez then stat
Chicago at Boston; 2 games.
noon for Santa Fe where she will visit Amusement
Take Hall's Family Pills for constip ed to the court that they were conpark when tne Elks' base-baPittsburg at Brooklyn.
for the coming few weeks.
t-and ttie ation. Adv.
from
Santa
team
St. Louis at New York; 2 games.
vinced that the child preferred to reDr. H. T. Brown of the Valmora local Elks' team clash for the second
at Philadelphia; 2 games.
Cincinnati
main
this
natural
mother
with
in
its
rather
drove
sanitarium at Watrous
time in their respective careers for
than with them, and they believed the
visit.
business
short
a
for
morning
C. WELSH IS child would be
of the antlered DAVID
American League
at- the championship
happier with her own
Summers Burkhart, a well known
Mexico.
of
New
baseball
New York at Chicago.
league
"conmother
than
with
them,
this
and
in
came
they
torney of Albuquerque,
Judge Leahy was secured as "his
Boston at St Louis.
sented voluntarily that the child be
afternoon for a short business visit.
BY
DEATH
the
managers
CLAIMED
this
by
umps"
morning
Washington at Detroit.
to
mother
her
and
Romero
the letters
given
County Treasurer Eugenio
of the local team and he will rule the
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
void.
of
A
declared
decree
adoption
from
Albuquerque diamond next
returned last night
afternoon.
Sunday
of this kind as prepared by Judge Lea
where he has been on a short busines
The ticket sale has been good. All WELL KNOWN NRAILROAD MAN
American Association
'
'
hy, the little child bid goodbye to her
trip.
been
have
pro
members of the lodge
Milwaukee at Louisville; 2 games.
WHO WAS HURT LAST SPRING
foster parents, and in her own moth
Miss Rachel Livingston left last vided with a sufficient number of
Kansas City at Toledo.
SUCCUMBS TO INJURIES
er's arms left" the court room, happy
night for Santa Fe, where she will pasteboards that will admit the bear
Minneapolis at Columbus.
several
and
for
contented.
relatives
visit friends and
er at the gate next Sunday and are
St. Paul at Indianapolis.
David C. Welsh, who was seriously
weeks.
hard to get out a big crowd. injured last June by a fall from a train
working
Ted Hayward returned last night From the interest that Is being man
Western League
between this city and Albuquerque,
from Santa Fe. where he has been
ifested in the game there will be one died at 12 o'clock in an Albuquerque TWENTY ROUND CO
Lincoln.
at
Omaha
busifor the past few days on a short
The Electric Coffee Percolator enables you
of the largest crowd at this contest
St. Joseph at Denver.
be
will
The
shipped
body
hospital.
ness trip.
this
Las
seen
in
Vegas
that has been
to brew coffee quickly and easily, coffee
City at Wichita.
on train No. 2 tonight to StewM. Lippman, a commercial-businesNEXT MONDAY Sioux
The "Hello Bill" signs that shipped
vpars.
Moines at Topeka.
Des
burial.
for
in
Las
art,
la.,
man of El Paso, Tex,, arrived
retains all the exquisite, delicious aroma,
have been placed in all the windows
Mr. Welsh had been a resident of
Vegas last night for a few days busi- of. the local business houses are at
American Association
the savory
Las Vegas for the past seven years PHIL KEARNEY OF DENVER SEand
real goodness of
ness visit.
tracting the attention of all the ant
14. Louisville-MilAug.
Louisville,
by
time
that
employed
returned
being
Eastman
during
Miss Margaret
CURED
YOAKUM
FACE
TO
FOR
the
coffee
folk.
lered
bean.
aukee, first game postponed, (vet
the Santa Fe Railway company as a
evening from Denver,
yesterday
FIRST
MILL
The game is causing great interest
the
in
known
well
was
grounds.
few
H6
brakeman.
where she has been for the past
in Santa; Fe and the number of citi
and was a capable and valued em
days visiting friends and relatives.
With the Electric Bread Toaster, appetizing
Charles O'Malley, the fistic impres-sarizens of that city who will attend may city
Indianapolis, Aug. 14. St.
Alfred Livingston, accompanied by be increased before, Saturday. Har ploye of the company. MrWelsh bus
last night received a wire from
toast is conveniently prepared
first game postponed, wet
on your
tained his Injuries exactly three Phil
Omar Barker, came in yesterday
Kearney of Denver to the effect grounds.
per Harmon and Ettinger are plan
train
the
when
months
ago
from Beulah, where they have
yesterday
that he was willing to take on Stanning great work for the local team
dining room table.
was working broke in
been on a three weeks vacation.
Yoakum for next Monday's bout.
and each day are practicing. They on which he
ley
National League
of
to the ground
Mr. and Mrs. Huylesy Bryant
will be in the best of shape by Sun two. He was thrown
Kearney will take the place vacated
Philadelphia, A.ug. 14. First game:
and sustained various wounds.
Kansas City, Mo., arrived in Las Ve- day.
The Electric Fan. the Electric Curling Iron,
''.
by Winters. Phil Kearney will arrive
R. H. E.
He had been a patient of a hospital in
gas this afternoon and will remain
Las Vegas tomorrow to begin train- Cincinnati
0 5 0
the Electric Grill and
in Albuquerque since that time but
r
here for several days aa visitois.
other;
this bout. Tickets were wired
for
1 J5 0
ing
last
Philadelphia
his
recovery.
Dr. F. II. H. Roberts returned
for
was
little
there
hope
PINE-KILLEwill
in
aid
e
this
for the
R
BEING
morning
appliances
O'Malley
by
making life really
Batteries: Ames, Suggs and Clarke;
It was thought neveral weeks ago that
night from Roswell, Portales and
trainer.
a
and
Alexander and Kllllfer.
worth living during
other places in that section of the
recovery was possible but for the past
of the cleverest
past
ELIMINATED RAPIDLY few days he had rapidly been losing Kearney is one
state, where he has been for
.
months,
three weeks on business.
B. H. JS,
New York, Aug. 14.
strength.
secH. E. Fell transmaster of the
4 8 1
M. Welsh will be buried by the side
St. Louis
4$
ond district of the New Mexico divi- FOREST SERVICE FIGHTS BEETLE of his wife who died several years ago
11 9 3
New York
WHICH DESTROYS MOUNTAIN
sion of the Santa Fe came in this
Uatterles: Grlnei1, Perritt, Sallee,
in this city.
'
'
'
S !
TIMBER
afternoon from Albuquerque for a
1
He is survived by his mother, Mrs.
Geyer and Hlldebrand; Marquard,
Las
in
"business
visit
Vegas.
short
Fromme and McLean, Wilson;
Ed Welsh, who has been at his bed
Miss Margaret Webster of Dayton,
By a prompt campaign against a side almost constantly since the accl
O., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday flourishing colony of bark beetles on
dent, and by Luke Welsh and John
5N
pr
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
evening and will remain here for sev- the Ochoco national forest in central Welsh, brothers, have also been in Ar
iifttiwi.aiiMfiMMtM
.
eral weeks as a visitor. Miss Web- Oregon, the government is eliminating
lbuquerque since the accident, and an
ster will be the guest of' Miss Louise a danger which threatened to destroy other brother Austin Welsh, an em
National League
millions of feet of timber.
Cunningham, a former schoolmate.
ploye of the Santa Fe ' working be
At
Pitts
Brooklyn
Brooklyn,
came
H.
A.
Van Horn
Mr. and Mrs.
Some authorities claim that the tween this city and Raton. He also
'
burgh,
in this afternoon from Denver and amount of timber killed each year by
leaves two children, Boyd and Delia.
Boulder, Colo., where they have been insects is equalled only by the annual The funeral will
probably take place
Western League
for the past two months on their wed- loss from forest fires. Among the the latter
of the week. A num
part
At
Denver
Denver, 6; Sioux City,
ding trip. Mr. and Mrs. Van Horn most destructive of these Insect en- ber of close friends of Mr. Welsh left
0.
will remain In Las Vegas for the
emies are the bark beetles, one of today for Albuquerque and will ac
At Wichita Wichita, 3; St. Joseph,
which, the mountain pine beetle, is company the body to its last resting
responsible for most of the damage on place.
At Topeka-A- t -- Topeka, 13; Omoha, 7.
the Ochoco forest. This deadly little
Lincoln- - Lincoln, 4 ; Des Moines,
PATRONAL FEAST TO
beetle is less than a quarter of an
inch in length, but bears the ponderGUTIERREZ IS
BE CELEBRATED TODAY ous scientific name of Dendroctonus
intermonticolae Hopk, which, being
STANDING CF THE CLUBS
RESTORED TO PARENT
preted, signifies killer of the mounGREAT PREPARATIONS MADE FOR tain pine tree, discovered by Hopkins.
National League
Its methods of operation are interANNUAL CEREMONY AT
Club
Won Lost Pet.
FOUGHT
The mature beetle bores LITTLE GIRL WHO WAS
WEST SIDE PARISH
esting.
New York
72
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through the bark of the tree and
37
.622
...61
Philadelphia
ED TO NATURAL MOTHER
The great paironal feast, today anci cavates a gallery In the inner living
.519
51
,.55
Pittsburgh
tomorrow will be celebrated this year bark' and in the outer surface of the
51- 55
.519
Chicago of
the
of
the
case
The
When
guardianship
with greater solemnity than iu the wood in which it lays it seggs.
TO"'
46
.451
Brooklyn
beetle-folittle eirl. Monica Gutierrez, alias
44
past. Beside being a day of obligation hatched each young larva, or
.431
68
Boston
all the Catholic faith, the assump- - grub, channels Into this growing por- Monica Aragon, six years of age, and
43
.391
Cincinnati
67
AraSTANLEY YOAKOM
tlon of the Blessed Virgin Mary has tion of the trunk, feeding upon the in- the daughter of Teofila Muniz de
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of
.387
.41
St Louis
on Who Meets Phil Kearney In, This City
been
has
which
now
the
Baca,
larva,
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When
full
bark.
to
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be
been a day
In cham
Next Monday Night
in an extraordinary manner by the after passing through a dormant, or trial before Judge D. J. Leahy
American League
which
and
two
This
beetle.
a
the
bers
of
days,
past
pupal stage, becomes
faithful of the parish of Our Lady
Club
Won Lost Pet
Hteetle then drills out through tne has attracted considerable attention lightweights in Denver today. He is Philadelphia
Sorows.
34
72
.679
and acthe from the friends, relatives
gong to gong fighter. Although Cleveland
6C
43
.606
Today at the vigil of this feast at bark in July and, emerging into
a quaintances of both parties came to a Ixmis Newmrth does not show on his
.7 p. m, there will be solemn vespers world, seeks a fresh tree and starts
47
. 59
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Washington
"chain-letter- "
HOLY
this
With
new
the
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happy ending yesterday afternoon by record that Kearney holds a knockout Chicago .523
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generation.
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a
over
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from
child
large the little
being
yet
60
Boston.481
64
method, it soon infests
choir lejl by the organist, J. Geoffrion,
of natural mother.
Denver says that Kearney holds two Detroit
46 63
.423
and the sanctuary choir composed of area. The galleries or channels
44
69
.389
under the leadership of the larvae girdle the tree and kill it, .. IuFUruary,a31Q,.the father of the knockouts over Xewman and claims St. Louis
the altar-boy- s
SEASON TICKETS
:
$1.00 t
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'67
the everend Pastor. Benediction of and the beetle's presence is usually little girl having died, and the mother he can whip the Las Vegas boy any New York
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follow, discovered,
SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS
the Blessed Sacrament
50c
dead herself and child, she consented to training In Denver for a bout but on
Western League
patch of
After this ceremony there will be fire forest, by
mountain-wit- the
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33c
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Won Lost Pet.
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In fighting this forest scourge, the people living on the West side, who for this- reason that he was willing Des Moines
beautiful church yard.
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Lincoln
Tomorrow several masses will be method recommended by the bureau had, no children of their own. Letters to fight Yoakum here.
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66
The bout is scheduled to go 20 St. Joseph
com
con c s ',.wir nnrt at 10 nf entomoloev Is followed. The sim of adoption were granted by the prot-atFREE DEMONSTRATION
56
59
.487
court and Mr. and Mrs. Gutierrez rounds and with this in view the local Omaha
o'clock a. m. will take place the sol- ple removal of the bark or miesiea
see
one
who
61
while
51
to
.455
best
the
little
of
the
and
cf
are
sure
fans
girl
October
July,
took
between
trees
possession
Topeka
emn mass with deacon and
suf- was then about three years of age. mills ever staged in Las Vegas.
.442
63
50
MADE
Sioux City
The orator of the day will be the larvae are still in the tree, is
71
44
the
.383
al
well
satisfied
and
Wichita
and
lumber
of
may
care
Yoakum is
supported
They took
the Rev. J. Pugens, pastor of the ficient to kill them. The
BY THE NEW DOMESTIC GAS GENERATOR
church" of Puerto de Luna.
then be sold while it is yet sound. On child until May of this year, when the though he has never met Kearney he
can
he
Gardwin
Postmaster Ahtolne Delorla,
decisively
The festival mass of J. Wiegand will the Ochoco forest, however, there was mother, having married Albino Baca, is confident that
of
be rendered by the church choir com- no market, and the forest offlflcers and being now in a position to take over the Denverite. Should Yoakum ner, Mich., speaks for the guidance
No Wood or Coal to Carry In.
No Ashes to Carry Out
those troubled with kidney and bladwill
not
have
he
efthe
win
more
asked
Gutierrea
only
care
of
this
the
and
the
child,
of
found
voices:
fight
that
the
cheaper
posed
following
"From
, and says
der
my
'regularities
Misses Jaramillo, Hilarla Lopez, fective, method of tOntrol was to cut to return her little girl to her. This added another victory to his string of own experience I can recommend FoRepresentatives Wauled in Every Stafe
Misses Sanchez, Vicenta Gutierrez and the trees and burn them before the they refused to do. The mother and scalps but will also be a card for the ley Kidney Pills. My father also was
O Jiaey touay is maK- - cured of kidney disease, and many
a
clubs.
then
filed
could
of
child
Denver
the
beetles
Baca:
C.
of
emerge.
new
de
broods
alto,
stepfather
others;
Ezequiel
tenor, Miss Trainor; basso, Rev. 'P. In 1912 the infestation was given a de- petition in the probate court alleging ing araneements for the placing of neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney
See the llauoers si
O. Schaefer and Red Cross
cided check by the cutting of 3,500 that the foster parents were not com- the seat sale at the local drug stores Pills." O.
Cilberton, leader.
"
1
At the offertory Gounod's "Ave
trees. This summer the attack on the plying with the requirements of the and although the fight is being Btaged Drug Store. Adv.
i f
will be rendered by Miss Beatrix insects was resumed with renewed statute in the care and education of on short notice a large crowd is exSubscribe for The Optic.
Martin.
vigor, End 42 laborers, in charge of a the child. Evidence was heard before pected to attend.
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WE WILL BE OPEN

Protrii to a. m. to

8 p. tn. Priday, August IBtlt

the transaction

,

PEOPLES BANK

Capital

-

-

-

-

(&

TRUST CO.

113,000.00

Th ere is reeJlv

a great deal of satisfaction
in knowing that yoi can
keep cool and comfortable
during the Summer
months by using some of
the convenient Electrical
Appliances.

il

e

that

IE

s

taste

the

LONG-ROUT-

o

right

many

handy

Den-verit-

the sultry summer
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Las VegLS Light aid
Power Company
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NEW HOSPITAL

ILLUSTRATED
C.

lOrffi

BUILDING

FUND

LECTURE COURSE

W. Q. WARD, Aug. 25
PASSION PLAY

Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept., 8
and PATHOS TRAVEL

Col.R.E.TWITCHELL,Sept. 22

-

the CROSS

SOLDIERS

set-apar- t

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
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THE

WILLING TO COMPROMISE

PAST

Modern Improvement Frowned Upon
By a Certain Class of Englleh

AT

THE

TRAIL'S

END

People.
Thaxted!
Do you know
Thaxted,
with its glorious church and its splendid Isolation from the railway? Its
pride was being in Essex and seven
miles from a railway. The nearest
station was Elsenham, and you had
to get a cart of some kind to get
jyou to Thaxted from Elsenham. But
Sir Walter Gilbey has broken down
!tbe tradition by getting a light rail
way built between Elsenham and
And the oddest part of It
IThaxted.
lis that Sir Walter Ollbey. lorer of
(horses, has not traveled by railway
for many years. He travels by motor
car when on the journey from Essex
to France (with an Interval between
ver and Calais). Thus be has skip-a generation of invention.
There la a certain triumph In the
refusal to recognize Inventions, and
there are many people who keep their
eyes on the ground and never see
aeroplanes. Only a few years ago
I knew a couple of old ladies who
(lived near Henley and always visited
Oxford each summer. But they did
inot recognise the Great Western railThe family carriage was sent
(way.
behind the family horses, and the la
dles were driven by road. It was a
matter of courtesy to refrain from allusion to railways when those dear
(Old ladies asked you to dinner. Lon1

don Chronicle.

BEST

WHEN

WORK

IS

DONE

for the
tor and the Writer to Distinguish
Themselves.

k'Off'- Days Recommended
i

Ac-

"An actor always acta his best when
be is feeling his worst"

reThe speaker, an
garded himself tenderly and complac
ently In a mirror, and then, giving a
twirl to his mustache, he went on:
'Ton see. when an actor la feellni
fine, he walks through his part just at
usual painstakingly, conscientiously
land all that, out, on the whole, Just
as usual.
"But when he feels badly, when he's
I
got a bad headache or k lax liver, then
he la afraid he won't do himself
and so keys tip with a pint oi
strong coffee, a quart of rank tea, or
something of that sort, and ha goes on
with the fear of failure,
all
and the result is a performance un-(usually subtle and strong.
"Tea, I do my best when I'm at my
worst, and this la the case with othei
i actors.
It's the case with lots of wilt
iers, too they write best on their on
actor-manage- r,

Jus-jtlc-

I

I

days.

By WALTER

SCOTT.

You cheat!" The accusation burst
like a bullet from Picard's hot Hps.
was
a
There
scraping of feet

as the bystanders
got hurriedly out
of the way. The
table went over
with a crash. Pic-ar- d
dodged a wild
swing Black Henri made at him
A
IS-and both men
went to the floor,
deadly enemies,
Bang By the way, old fellow, can
and at least one
kill. A you let me have two for a week?
to
fought
.
v'r
Wang Sorry, but I've only got a
v ci
halt moment of
fierce struggling, dollar.
Bang All right let me have that
and then Picard leaped lightly to his
for two weeks.
feet.
"I win!" he cried breathlessly, and
POOR MAN
the crowd agreed with him, for more
than one had seen the disliked Black
Picard was
Henri steal the ace.
happy with the thought that Jule's objection would be withdrawn. He
could
marry the girl he loved
and give her the protection he
had nromised the day when she
had leaned close to his breast
and begged him to save her
from Black Henri, to whom her father had promised her in marriage.
Black Henri, with Jules' consent.
had cballeii'trpd Picard to a game in
which the unusual stakes were to be
tha heart and hand of. Jules' daugh
ter. In desperation he had cheated
and had lost He slunk out of the
Trail's End saloon caressing his
bruised face and cursing Picard.
Miles from the warm fire of the sa
loon, on the rough trail, a blinding
storm was raging. Suddenly out of
the entwined snowy haze a dark
"Can't I sell you a dictionary?'
smudge appeared and grew more asked the enterprising book agent.
devel
sharply outlined, till at last it
"No." answered the man with the
oped Into six dogs and a sledge, be- hunted look In his eye; "1 don't need
side which strode a man.
one. I married a college graduate."
They topped a rise, and started
down an incline. Presently the outfit
EVEN HERE
reached the bottom and the uttered
him
before
of
for
a cry
delight,
stretched the broad level ot the frozen
Mackenzie, swept partially clean of
snow by the furious, winter winds.
The man was Picard, hot on the
trail of Black Henri, whom he learned
an hour after the fight, had started
for Jules' home to abduct the girl.
Picard had the best dog team In the
great north, for Don, the leader, was a
descendant of a tried race of trail

f

ti

dogs.

OF BANKRUPT'S SALE
Public notice is hereby given that
the stock of merchandise of the estate of Aaron M. Adler bankrupt, will
be sold for cash at public auction to
the highest bidder or bidders at the
store premises at No. 504V& Sixth
street, East Las Vegas, New Mexico,
on Tuesday, August, 19th, 1913, be
ginning at the hour of 2 o'clock in the
afternoon of said day.
JOHN S. CTARK,
Trustee.
NOTICE

NOTICE.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northern
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed 4 hunt or
fish upon this property except mem
bers of tho club, and all persons go
ing there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organization.
Otherwise tbey will be arrest
ed for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING

Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
and bladder trouble are so plain that
no one can mistake them. Backache,
weak and lame back with soreness over the kidneys, sharp- pains, rheumatism, dull headache, and disturbed
sleep, are all indications of a trouble
that Foley Kidney PilTs will relieve
quickly and permanently. Try them.
O. G. Schaefer and Bed Cross Drug
Store.

ATTORNEYS

RATES

HUNKER

& HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas,

New Mexico

DENTISTS

TOR CLASSIFIED

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a' line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
line
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

NUMBER,

MAIN

Good

HERMAN

For YOU!

elegant Rogers'
Spoon

f

in

Is

i' y v

7

d

GROCERS

0.

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE

NO.

Meets every Monday evenlni at
their hall on Sixth street All visit
lng brethren cordially ln'ited to a
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.: tu
Lehman, V. Q.; T. M. El wood.
Secretary; Farl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee

CHAPTER NO. I, ROY
MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Maaonlo
Temple at 7:M p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; r. O.
BJood, Secretary.

Telephone Mala Sit.

saleslady, at

1.

C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmto.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Ds
uty. Visiting members are esp
dally welcome and cordially

'

Potr

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Mees every Monday night at
O. Ri C. Hall, on Dougla avenue.at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
J. C. WerU,
cordially weloome.
T.
Buhler
J.
secretary;
president:
FOR SALE First class family cow,
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
1103'. Lincoln avenue.
$50.

ter' store;

For Saie

SALEr-Barga- in;

house,
city
Lincoln ave.

fruit orchard;

For Rent

m

Ma-son- lo

;

Professional Health Culture for Ladles FOR SALE Different pieces of furMRS. OLLIE SHEARER
niture. Inquire 1112 Douglas avenue,
General
Massage, Hair and' Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage,-- Maalcure
3 : 30' p.

Thursday in
brothers cordially invited. Howar
each month. Yialtln(
T. Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhltl,
brothers cordially
Secretary.
. Win.
p. Mills.
W. M., H. 8 .an Petfcen, Secretary. J E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO.
Mt
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every firs
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the month In the vestr
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- rooms of Temple Monteflore at
"jsilar conclave c. 4 Tuea-- ' o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
day in each month at
Isaac Appal
cordially invited.
TamRla at 7:l p. bl G H.
President ; Charles Greenclay, Bee
KlnkeL B. O.; Cnaa. Tamme,
'
retary.

HANSFORD CHAPTER NO.
O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
St Masts first and VfclrJ Fridays i
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:10 a. m. In Masonic Temple, ; Love at Woodmen of the World
Mr. J. O Rntledi. Wortly Mahall, on the second and fourth
tron; Mrs. Acnes Trlap, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. ss

ft.

water; three lots. 918
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
resFOR SALE OR' RENT A
Room 1, Center Block, Tel' Main 136
idence
901 Columbia. Inlocated
at
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
quire 726 Seventh) street

Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 n. m. to

third

t

OPTIC'S

ell stable and

Dentist

'

eai

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

FOR

DR. F. B. HUXMA'WN

AND CAFE

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE Meets
secend aai
A. M. Regular comfourth Thursday evenlni
munication first and
month ai vv o W. Hall. TlslOat

A

COLUMN

WANTED

r

Three-year-ol-

CHAPMAN

;

ii

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Wanted

g

..)

Mr

Adv.

O.

,r

She OPTIC

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

AND PISHING CLUB.

The team sprang out toward the
"In short, my advice to all artists
BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
river, led by Don, but before they
is this:
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918
"Work whan you feel bad. Nevei reached it Picard saw a dog team far
Lincoln Ave. for Fane and Neck Mastake an off.4ay off."
away to the left, also heading for the
river. There was no doubt but that it
sage.
Only latest methods are em
was Black Henri. Picard was sure
Gold Is a Cheap Metal.
Hours from lu a. m. to 5 p.
ployed.
could overhaul him now if the ice
Gold is generally looked on as the he
m.
No work done on Saturdays ex
held.
last word la costliness, but, as a matPrice 50c
cept by appointment.
Black Henri, looking back, saw his
ter ot tact, there are mora metals
made for work at ladles'
He
leaned
Appointments
time.
first
the
for
pursuer
are
dearer than gold than there
cheap
Cow (about to have her photo
er. The number of known metals 1s forward, and vainly tried to get more taken) Dear me, I feel so nervous. homes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
Sudteam.
tired
his
Price $1.00
speed out of
about seventy.
Dog What seems to be the trouble?
j
denly his eyes distended with horror,
Iridium, for instance, of which
I am afraid my
Cow Why er
big find was made the other day in for he saw a deadly danger. Then
horns are not on straight
!
Austria, is three times as expenslvs he smiled, for he saw a chance to
his
Crack!
went
whip.
cheat again.
.as gold.
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
ONE CONSOLATION
much and the leader leaped out, but seeing
, 'Osmium la another metal
AMO
dearer than gold. It costs about f 48 the danger at the same Instant, turnSIGN PAINTING
an ounce. It is by far the heaviest ed sharply only to find the stinging
of all known substances, being more lash wrapped around his nose. He
N.
ahead just
fthan 22 times as heavy as water. shied back and plunged
429 GRAND AVE.
from
rolled
Henri
Black
safely
This metal has the peculiar property
to
jof being able to stand without melt-jln- the sledge. Now the dog tried
stop, but it was too late, for the rest
the most Intense heat known.
Palladium about $40 an onnce li of the team crowded him into the
Ice crev
.just the reverse. It is quite easy to open water of a submerged
make palladium vanish in steam. Be- ice.
Picard, close behind, had been get
ing of a white, silvery color, and
It is used for the division ting ready to grapple with his en
marks on scales ami delicate scientific emy, ana Don, seeing ine icaums
.Instruments.
dogs running straight ahead, was misThis
led and ran so close to the open wa
in
which
room
had
'
ter that he barely
Had Confidence In Father.
Silver
As he turned
Little Carrie's father la a university to swing to one side.
out,
"Don!"
rang
Picard's
warning:
professor, while the father of Alice is but it was
-i- you use
useless, for a red-ho- t
a real estate man. The two children
and
one day engaged in a heated argu- snake coiled across his eyes,
roared in
EMPRESS
ment as to the difference between a Black Henri's exultant oath
from the
ears.
his
away
Springing
lie and a "little fib."
Don landed fairly
I. Walton, Jr. Fishin's bum, but If
FLOUR
Carrie A fib Is the same as a story, sting of the whip,
the this
the
water,
into
dragging
open
up 111 git a lot of firewood
keeps
and a story is a lie.
rest of the team and the sledge aftei for next winter!
Alice No, it's not.
him.
It 's giving you
Carrie, with growing
Even before Picard realized the
AN UNLUCKY WORD
it is. I guess I know, my fathei
a
present for doclever trap Into which Black Henri
aald so, and he's a professor in
had drawn him he was floundering in
ing something
1
forefeet
;
Alice, still more indignantly I don't the water. Don had his
on
the other
you 'd do wiy
care 11 he is. My father's a real es planted upon firm Ice
section.
of
the
sunken
side
mora
about
knows
tate man and he
way when you
I
The dog knew his master and
lying than your father does, so there
learn how Much
mates were behind helpless, depend
alone to save
his
efforts
upon
ing
BetferEMPRESS
Not What the Judge Intended.
them. A
breath, and his strong
An English firm was prosecuted be shoulders quick
FLOUR really is.
collar with
into
the
shot
fore the higher court for swindling
trace
that
every
straightened
impact
Made by GERand unfair business dealings.
in the line. At last when he was all
In acquitting them the chief justice
MAN PROCESS
slipping the strain ceased and he
said with great severity: "The evi- but
moved forward and up. The dog be
suffi
not
is
dence presented
quite
ONE COUPON FROM
hind him secured a foothold. One sec
cient to convict you, but if any one ond more, and the anxious man was
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
wishes to know my opinion of your
anked from the Icy clutch of the
STAMPS
FIVE
methods I hope that they will come black
water.
YOU THE
BRINGS
to me."
e
Picard turned to see what had
SPOON
IT 'S
Two days afterward the firm's adto
the
rods
Ten
of
his
enemy.
GENUINE WM.
vertisement appeared in all the Lonwas
ROGERS &
don papers with the following well right Black Henri s dog team
firm Ice. But
to
on
out
getting
just
SONS' A A
"Reference, by special
displayed:
Henri himself was groveling
STANDARD
permission, the Lord Chief Justice of lllack a
upon
tottering ice cake ringed
Weary Look at dat signpost, ClarEngland."
SILVER
round with silent, mysterious water. ence. Let's ' retrace our footsteps
He shook his horny fist at Picard, and quick.
Precocious Youngster.
the cake slanted with the motion.
had
Louise's father
The ragged edge of the ice came
FRENCH.
Its Purpose.
rlapped her hands for holding the down, and the opposite side rose
GREY (STER
"How on earth can you stand your
terpen door open, as the flies were high in the air with a loud swash, wife's monotonous reading?"
,
LING) FINISH
irxfrnmely annoying. Her mother said then toppled back again Just as Black
"Just what I want I have been
doesn't
:'o him in a low tone: "She
Henri's head came to the surface in suffering from insomnia."
understand why you are punishing the eddy directly beneath the de
EMPRESS
s... r."
A short time after she did
Mean Hint
scending churi!'.. - D'vn firas the mas
can be ob- something naughty and, as she epiPd sive cake with a terriilc splash, and
"Miss Julia Is a very polished young
i
'Jter father coming towards her,
from
the great north was forever rid of a ladv."
g tained in this city
"Don't, p;:p:r, Louise don't
listed pinite and client.
"Yes, she certainly Is particular
I
ALL
about her face enamaL"
tCuDyriiiht. bir Daily Star? Pub. Co.)

L.

Bhe

FOR RENT Two room
house. 921 Lincoln..

B.

a

LOCAL TIME CARD

EAST BOUND
second and
Arrive
epan
each
of
evening
Tuesday
r:10 p. m..... 1:11 . r.
month Elks home on Ninth street No. 2
No. 4. ...11:06 p. m.... .11:08 .. s
and Douglas avenue. Visiting
2:1 a at
cordially Invited1. Gov. Wm. No. 8.... 2:06 a. m
e.
1:1
m
1:45
No.
Conp.
W.
D.
is
Hialted
Ruler;
J, Mills,
don, Secretary.
WEST BOUND
P.

ELKS

Meets

fourth

broth-eraare-

i....

COUN- No.
OF COLUMBUS,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and No.
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. HalL No.
mem- No.
Pioneer

KNIGHTS

8

7....
I

Visiting
building.
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Devise, G. K.; Frank AngeL r. 8.

1:41

p. m.,...
a. m.....
p. m
p. m

1:20
6:10
4:20
8:35

.

st

8:11 a.
4:38 p. m
7:00 p.

The daughter of A. Mitchell, Baga bad case ot kidney
KNIGHTS-- AND LADIES OF SECUR- trouble and' they feared her health
was permanently impaired. Mr. MitchFOR RENT FurniBheii Cottage. 417
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W
ell says, "She was in terrible shape
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first but I got her to take Foley Kidney
Eighth Street;
and third Mondays of each month, Pills and now she is completely curliable to have
FOR .RENT Five room cottage on
at S p. m. Visiting Knights and La- ed." Women are more
trouble than men and will find
kidney
hill. ' Phone Purple 5301.
Fiers-mawelcome.
L.
O.
dies always
Foley Kidney Pills a safe dependable
President; A. D. Tillman, Fin- and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer
ancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
deputy, 90S Jackson avenne; Z. W.
WILL TRADE Cottage and two' lots
Montague, assistant deputy, 1011
for live stock. Cutler Bros.
Subscribe for The Optic.
Sixth street. East Las Vegas, N. M
furnished

dad, Ky., had

FJisceliansous

NOTICE

TO

WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
'
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that Frank Roy, the undersigned, was appointed on the 28th
day of March, A. D. 1913, Administrator of the Estate oj D. J. Osborne,
deceased, and' all' persons having
claims against the Estate of said D.
J. Osborne, deceased, will present the

same within the time prescribed by
law.
FRANK ROY,
Administrator.
THE PROBATE COURT
of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel. No-- 12.
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE
OF BERTHA HVEEM, DECEASED.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Notice is hereby given that the
IN

...

iTI'TOiH??

CRYSTAL iGE

From Distilled Water Free from; Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c
per 100 lbs
2Q0t 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c
50 to 200 1W, each delivery
per 100 lbs
--

-

.....

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Phone Mevln 227

State

Lincoln Ave

waiwawaowig

.

final report, accounting, and petition
for discharge fif M. M. Sundt, admin
istrator of the . Estate of Bertha
Hveem, deceased, has been filed with
the Probate Court of San Miguel
County, New Mexico, and that the
10th day of September, A. D. 1913,
has been fixed by the said Court for
the hearing of objections to the same
and for the final settlement ami closing up pf said Estate.
Witness my hand and! seal of said
Court this 13th day of August, A. D.
;
LORENZO DELGADO,

1913.

Clerk of Probate Court, San Miguel
County, N. M.

(SEAL)
Good Reason for His Enthusiasm

When a man has suffered for sever

al days with colic, diarhoea or other
form of bowel complaint and is then
cured sound and well by one or two
doses of Chamberlain's Colic, Colers
and Diarrhoea Remedy, as Is often the
case, It is but natural that he should
be enthusiastic In his praise of the
remedy, and especially Is this the case
of a severe attack when life Is threatened. Try It when In need of such a
remedy. It never falls. Sold by all
dealers. Adv.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SRRANK.r
A
!' Diamond ItranlV
PliU in Kfd ftnd itoid metailuAV
sealed with hlu
Talifl no othPF. TI..T
boxes,

"V

If

Ribbon.

r

sir ittiARU I'lLlH,
SOLD

V
V

for

8

EYKWnu iVOTItfiE

-

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

lbs.,
lbs.,
200 lbs.,
50 lbs.,

2,000

W0

,

20c
.25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100
100

lb.
lbs.
Iba,

lbs.
lbs.

AGU A PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity a
liasting Qualities ot Whieh Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified adi. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BY the particular thlag la worth most

That property you want to sell la WORTH MOST uo someea
nd woald never near n
who reads the ads. In ttls newspaper
fcere.
were
advertised
It
unless
your property
Others, who read and ens er ads. In this newspaper want (a
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used saaehlacry
and furniture, articles of saetulness of any sort, and musical ii
struments.
j
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buys, of all
slble sorts of things, they nave come to be finders of the best

,
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Everybody's

Always in:
Athe Lead

1

Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the

Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
A Ja
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Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
vance and 50c and the QOCYCLE is yours.
Please eater my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for )'Zf for which I agree
to pay In advance $

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for '7ZZ for which I agree
to pay In advance $

Name

Name
Address

Address
be
given absolutely free to
Go-Cyc-

le

to be
given absolutely free to

to

Go-Cyc-

Name at boy or girl

le

Fill out these blanks and bring them with

ri
n

Nme of boy or girl

the money to

Be

in
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Try our steam baked bread.
Vegas Bakery.Adv.
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Try our steam baked bread.
Vegas BakeryAdv.
Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

a.

We tvre

SWEET
unloading tv cer todxy weigh-

ing from

15 to 50

-

RIPE

-

B. F. McGuire wishes to correct

st
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NEW RUGS

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. ageJ
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lbby, of course.
'
AdT.
,

the

impression that he is interested in
Bridge bar. He says he is strictly
'
a' wholesale dealer.
White pleated Bhirts lor 88c, worth
1.25 and $1.60, at Taichert's.
Adv.

Let vis have your order

Price Reliability
Sounds the Key

.

BAIN WAGON

Tomorrow being the feast of the
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin,
will be celebrated by B Catholics as
a holy day. Services at the Immaculate Conception church will be on
Sunday, the first mass at 6:30 o'clock
in the morning and the second at 10
o'clock.

ERS and WILTON RUGS

in all sizes.
out a few of
the previous lines left
over we offer at $19.85
To close

for $25.00 Velvet 9x12
Rugs also Smith Seamless Axminster Rugs
worth 29.50 in this sale.
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Las Vegas people are fast finding out, they do not need
special prices at our store to get right value in furniture.

J. Cv Johnsen

BUY AH AUTO DSI'VeRY WACOM
Dc

Insuro Prompt liver lem at Minimum Expansa
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can

Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power

1
ii

Opposite (he Y. M. C. A.
1
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& Co.

Sole Agents

Jefferson Eaynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Eaynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hailett Reynolds, Cashier.
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sheets McKinley edition popuSc from now
others will make the change in
on. Romero Book Store, Plaza. Adv.
dence soon.
2,000

lar standard music at

V

MAS

Capital,

$100,000

.Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

A number of local fighters
are
now resting easy that a fighter has
been secured to ineet Yoakum for
next Monday night.' One local boy
had almost decided to be matched
with the "iron man" but today stated
that he did not care to break up the
match that had already been signed
between Yoakum and Phil Kearney
for next Monday night.

CARD OF THANKS

The president and members of the
Las Vegas Hospital board take this
means of thanking those who participated in the beenfit entertainment iast
Monday night. They are deeply grateful to all who gave so generously of
their time and talent toward the success of the music-ar- t
lecture."

it

Interest Paid on Jlmo

CzzDsSia

AT THE HOME OF THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY
COLORADO AND
NEW MEXICO FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. Peaches, Plums. Pears, AppWaterles, Apricots, Cevnteloiips.
melons. Celery, Ret dishes. Lettuce.
Onions, Green Q. Wax Beans, Cauliflower, Summer Squash. Tomatoes,
Cucumbers and New Cabbage.

CALIFORNIA,
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particultrs from

Ants

CHARLES ILFELD GOffiPltttY,

FULLY

$1,050

EPPPFO

Chris. A. Goke was hi rthe city from

i
Washington, Aoi- It
med tariff debate.
Caucus on recess proymn met and
recessed until tonight.
Lobby investigation continued.
House: Not in session; meets on
Friday.
Woman suffragists heanl 'before
judiciary committee.

Park Springs yesterday, making his
bond and qualifying as postmaster at
that place. This office was formerly
known as Gallinas Springs and was
discontinued at the time J. E. Whit-mor- e
sold out his holdings and moved
to Santa Rosa.
The office will be
located at the store of A. A. Sena, Bev-eand a half miles east of Chaperito,
in Sail Miguel county.

Re-s-

All summer stock

divided in two
lots, $2.49 and $4.49 this week only
for cash. No goods charged at this
sale. Strass' Bonnet Shop. Adv.
The gutter that has ueen in construction in front of the city hall has
been completed and greatly improves
the appearance of that eulMing. It
also provides an excellent protection
against the streets being washed
away during the rainy season. The
gutter in front of the Y. M. C. A.
was started yesterday and will be
morning.
completed
by tomorrow,
Scotty Smith is in charge of the work
in both cases.
The purchase of a pair of shoes for
more entitles you to a pair

$2.50 or

of rubber heels placed on your shoes
free of charge. Hedgcock's. Adv.
The new parcels post weight limit
goes into effect tomorrow all over
the United States. With this new

regulation parcels weigh 20 pounds
can be sent any place in the second
zone for the sum Of 24 cents, and
all other parcels weighing less can
be sent at proportionately lower rates.
Only first and second zones are effected.
The local postoffice expects
to do a huge business with this new
regulation, as farmers .residing near
Las Vegas can now be accommodated
in many ways through this service
without being forced to make a trip to
the city.
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BAKERY GOODS
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THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE
Are head- quarters for fresh
We

and
Fruits in Season

Vegetables

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES

EVERY DAY

jC.B.BllllCllfll!
PHONE MAIN

4 and 21

The work of repairing the county
roads will continue In full force this
month. As soon as the Mora road is
finished work will begin in the Eighth
street road from Upper Las Vegas to
the Hot Springs, the Santa Fe road,
the Romerpville Gap and a number of
other highways leading from the city.
The county commissioners kindly allowed the road board to use the tools
that are in possession of that body
and these are at present in operation
on the Mora road. The grader belonging to the' asylum board will be
borrowed for the purpose of gradinr
all roads after proper filling has been
made.
The examination that was made by
the board concerning the sand crossing at Tecolote showed that the road
at that place was practically impassable on account of the sand which Is
from three to five feet in depth and
150 feet in width.
The hoard is now considering a
proposition whereby a crossing for
automobiles such' as is used to jump
fences can be placed at Tecolote. This
affair consists of. two troughs, laid at
the regulation distance between the
wheels of an automobile or wagon.
With this It is hoped that the difficulty in crossing this place can be
averted. The board is at present in
communication with, a firm at Rosweil
in regard to the building of such :t
crossing. The highway leading off the
niesa to La Liendre has been reported
to be in poor shape at places where
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas Aofomoliile

&

Pbjne Main 344.

IT

Mochine

Vhalen,

the rains have washed It out. This
road will also be repaired as soon as
Mr. Hunker this morning
possible.
slated that the board was considering
the proposition of hiring a man to
keep this road in repair during the
rainy season.

purpose.

WIT

Ufll

;

best leading into the city.
All the work being done at the present time by the road board Is done
without cost of any kind to the state.
Men who are not willing to pay the
road tax but are willing to work it
out are being used and when this sup
ply runs out the board hopes to hire
men for the purpose, providing a levy
is made for the coming year for this
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TODAY IN CONGRESS
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Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within' the Scope of Good Banking.
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big things within the next few months
in the line of repairing the roads of
San Miguel county.
H. D. Phillips, who applied for a
position with the road board as a
builder of roads has been hired for the
present and is now engaged in repairing the crossing at Sangulnjela on the
Mora road.
This crossing Is being
Worked by twelve men and is rapidly
being placed in good shape. A bed of
crushed rock is being placed as a bed
and will be covered with a heavy covering of gravel, making a substantial
road.- With this crossing placed in
good shape the Mora road farmers
ihave agreed to finish the work on the
road to Las Vegas and when this is
done that highway will be one of the
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that place this winter While assistance of Mr. French and the state
Charles Blatman and a number of convict gang, the board promises to do

Adv.
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Saturday at Graaf and Hayward's.

OF LAS VEGAS.
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Don't forget the home cookery sale
given by the Methodist ladies next

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

n 11.
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Gross, Kelly
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ROSENTHAL

time.
Miss Lucy Myers, while cranking
ROAD
the Myers auto several days ago, seThe second Knights Templar speverely Injured her arm by the flying cial passed
through Las Vegas this
back of the crank. Several bones
at about 10 o'clock. This spemorning
were broken.
A number of similar
cial carried another commandery from
accidents have happened during the
Philadelphia. The last special will
past few months.
go through tomorrow morning at 7
BOARD HAS BORROWED
TOOLS
o'clock and will be composed of six
FROM COMMISSIONERS AND
Try a pair of Cat Paw Rubber Heels. cars
carrying a commandery from
Free experiment by purchasing a pair
IS FIXING UP HIGHWAYS
Bridgeport, Conn.
of shoes at Hedgcock's. Adv.
C. H. Hunker, chairman of the San
A number of the mesa formers have
.J. A. Papen expects to be again in
county road board, this mornMiguel
made arrangements to move into the
his quarters on National avenue by
himself as pleased to
ing
expressed
this
in
winter
order that their
the latter part of next week. Mr. city
learn that State Engineer J. A. French
n
children may attend the winter
Papen has started' the reconstruction
of the public schools. A number was to visit Las Vegas in behalf of
of his place of business which was o
ranchers have, also tnitoe arrange- good roads and also stated that the
burned out on July 4 and his new
ments to move in for the winter. J. road board had been in communicabuilding will be open for occupancy O. Neafus has rented the Martin res- tion with Mr. French for some time
by the latter.part of the coming week. idence on Grand avenue
will oc- in regard to this matter. With the
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"Complete Home FurnisHers"

.jf,

THE

conpetiiion.

meet all special prices
and you get the advantage of our reasonable pricing system
all the time.

FOR CASH ONLY

lUff

7

our goods so marked as

satisfy.

REPAIR WORK

I

Our prices are stable and
to withstand

Comprising all the new
Fall styles of
VELVETS, AXMINST

For Sale A few nice spring chickThe Methodist Ladies' Aid will hold
ens for fryers. H. M. Northrup, 913 a home cookery sale at Graaf and
Lincoln Avenue.
Ad v.
Hayward's store next Saturday, opening at 9:30 a. m. A full line of home
Rev. P. Kretchmar, pastor of the made bread,
cakes, pies, salad and
Lutheran church at Optimo, held ser- other good
things will be offered at
vices in English last night at the home reasonable
prices. Adv.
of Mr. and Mrs. Kolbo on the Mora
road. The next services will be held
On account of a washout at Win-sloat the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
Ariz., Santa Fe trains Nos. 2,
Moen on the evening of August 29.
4 and 8 were all late in arriving in
Las Vegas last night. Train No. 4
fie sure to patronize the home reached here
at 2:30 o'clock. Train
cookery sale at Graaf & Hayward's No. 2 at 3 o'clock and train1 No. 8 at 4
next Saturday.
Adv. o'clock.
Today's trains were all on

THE OLD RELIABLE

war

duDt Arrived

J. W. Orabtree of Elk City, Okia,
has rented' the rooms formerly occuAffords such reliefthose Cat Paw
pied by the Couer brothers in the Rubber Heels and will cost nothing
Coors block and will open a pool hall this week.
Buy a pair of $2.50 shoes
there in the near future.
and get them free. Hedgcock's. Adv.

Store

Note

6:57

the

pounds per melon.

Las

The Royal Neighbors of America
will hold their regular meeting in the
Las VV. O. W. hall on Sixth street tomorrow night. A large attendance is

Try a dram oi oia T&yior
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

RED

14, 1913.

LATEST

SCIIEKE Of TALPERT

&
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Fowler Props

i

He feels that this will give the people a chance to compare the produce
raised by different growers and obtain the best for the money. There
have been a great many reasons advanced for the establishment of a
city market and, the only thing remaining, according to Mr.. Taupert, Is
to see what the people think about it,
He will be glad to have communica
tions from townspeople and farmers
on this subject.
"HARVEY'S"

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
TO FIND OUT
MAYOR WANTS
Old management; old rates. CarWHAT THE FARMERS THINK
out every Saturday. Leave
riage
Of THE PROJECT
at Murphey's or Plaza" hotel.
The latest scheme of Mayor U. J.
Taupert for boosting Las Vegas is a
city market. Under the new weights
and measures law the city is compelled to name a place within its
limits where farmers who raise alfalfa
and similar crops can come and
stand while buyers inspect their
wares.
This will be done very shortly. But
what the mayor wants is to ascertain
the sentiment of the farmers and
townspeople in regard to locating, a
general city market at the same place,
designating one or two market days
in the week.

Subscribe for The Optic.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Marl to nlnv nlnntv
ply at the Rosenthal Furniture
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EL POilVENIR
The Ideal Mountain Resort
Phones Main

kJ ejt

20

and Olive

vt sx

MOST MEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE
'9 At offifslsi

AND RETAIL

5174

An.

